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TransUnion’s core purpose is to help people around the 
world access the opportunities that lead to a higher quality 
of life. We do this by striving to reliably represent each 
person in the marketplace so they can access capital and 
the goods and services they want, safely and easily. In the 
current economic climate, our work is more important than 
ever with increased inflation and many families struggling 
to purchase everyday goods. Beyond the economic 
landscape, the world is navigating the role technology 
increasingly plays in our lives, along with the challenges 
posed by climate change and social inequality. Our 
products and programs helps increase economic inclusion, 
reduce our climate impact and build a better world.  

Building inclusion and diversity

Our corporate strategy centers on advancing inclusion 
through our products and workplace. Each year, we aim  
to continue to grow in the ways we support consumers 
looking for economic opportunities. In 2022, we began 
including information on Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL) loans 
in credit reports in the U.K. We also launched two new 
products, among others, supporting consumers 
internationally — Project Impact and CIBIL Credit and  
Farm Report. For more details on our products advancing 
financial inclusion, reference the financial inclusion section 
of this report.  

In the workplace, we are committed to advancing 
inclusion through our Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI) 
practices. We are particularly focused on two diversity 
targets: (1) increasing the year-over-year representation  
of underrepresented groups at all levels of management 
within the United States, and (2) reaching gender parity  
at the vice president level or above globally by 2030.  
We have added to our diversity team to help continue 
prioritizing progress toward our DEI targets.

Stewarding data

Our lives are increasingly intertwined with technology, 
which requires companies trusted with personal data  
to ensure such information is protected and governed 
carefully. At TransUnion, protecting personal information 
is our top priority. We maintain global information 
security and privacy programs aligned with industry 
practices and designed to ensure we meet or exceed  
all legal and regulatory requirements as well as  
consumer expectations.

Letter from 
Our President 
and CEO
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Supporting talent

Behind TransUnion products is a global team of highly 
skilled professionals building the financial products of 
the future. We are committed to creating exceptional 
products while offering our associates the greatest 
amount of flexibility possible. We maintain flexible work 
arrangements for associates so they can balance work 
goals with personal priorities. In 2022, we expanded 
parental leave to 10 weeks and added a 4-week gradual 
re-entry for both parents.  

In addition, we support our associates’ abilities to bring their 
whole selves to work through our DEI efforts. We maintain 
10 associate Networking Resource Groups that reflect the 
experiences of our associates and their personal identities, 
allowing them to bring important issues and opportunities 
to the fore. In 2022, we increased DEI engagement by 
expanding the number of dedicated DEI personnel and 
development programs, as well as reorganizing our 
initiatives to build on our previous success.   

Addressing climate change

In 2022, we began working to achieve the climate targets 
we set in November 2021. During our first year, we were 
able to make tangible progress. In 2022, TransUnion 
purchased renewable energy credits to cover our Scope 2 
emissions and verified carbon offsets to mitigate our 
Scope 3 emissions from leased real estate. To read more 
about our progress on our climate targets, please review 
our Climate and Energy section.  

Looking forward 

In 2022, we extended our track record of sustainability 
advancement. In 2023, we plan to bolster our financial 
inclusion efforts, continue our racial and gender equity 
initiatives and broaden our sustainability programming to 
key regions internationally. As we celebrate our continued 
progress, we look forward to expanding our contributions to 
create a more equitable society and healthy planet for all. 

Sincerely,

Chris Cartwright 
President and CEO
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About This Report

TransUnion’s 2022 Sustainability Report was published on 
March 23, 2023 and reflects activities and initiatives in our 
fiscal year 2022 (January 1, 2022–December 31, 2022), 
unless otherwise specified, as well as certain planned 
events in 2023. To allow for comparability, we have 
included references, as applicable, to four ESG-related 
frameworks: SASB, TCFD, UN SDGs and GRI. 

Materiality  

For purposes of this report, the definition of “materiality” 
used to identify matters through our ESG assessment or 
otherwise referenced could differ from the definitions used 
for the purposes of creating disclosures for our filings with 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Those 
matters and the matters discussed in this report may be 
significant, but any significance should not be considered as 
necessarily rising to the level of materiality to the U.S. federal 
securities laws and regulations or otherwise material for SEC 
reporting purposes, even if we use the word “material” or 
“materiality” in this report. 

Glossary

ESG Environmental, social and governance issues 

DEI Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 

SASB Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 

TCFD Task Force on Climate-Related 
Financial Disclosures 

UN SDGs United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals

GRI Global Reporting Initiative 

Forward-looking statements   

This report contains forward-looking statements which 
are based on our current assumptions and expectations. 
Any statements made in this report that are not statements 
of historical fact, including statements about our beliefs 
and expectations, are forward-looking statements. 
These statements often include words, such as “anticipate,” 
“expect,” “guidance,” “suggest,” “plan,” “believe,” “intend,” 
“estimate,” “target,” “project,” “should,” “could,” “would,” 
“may,” “will,” “forecast,” “outlook,” “potential,” “continues,” 
“seeks,” “predicts,” or the negatives of these words and 
other similar expressions. The principal, forward-looking 
statements in this report include: (1) our goals, commitments 
and programs; (2) our business plans, initiatives and 
objectives; (3) our assumptions and expectations; (4) the 
scope and impact of our corporate responsibility risks and 
opportunities; and (5) standards and expectations of third 
parties. All such forward-looking statements are intended 
to enjoy the protection of the safe harbor for forward-looking 
statements contained in the Private Securities Litigation 
Reform Act of 1995, as amended. Actual results may differ 
materially from those described in the forward-looking 
statements. The most important factors that could cause 
our actual results to differ from our forward-looking 
statements are set forth in our description of risk factors 
included in Part I, Item 1A, Risk Factors of our Form 10-K 
for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2022 — which 
should be read in conjunction with the forward-looking 
statements in this report — as well as risk disclosure 
contained in other filings we make with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission from time to time. Our ESG initiatives 
are also subject to risk and uncertainties associated with 
our ability to gather and verify relevant information, including 
data regarding environmental impacts and the challenges, 
assumptions, and other methodological considerations 
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associated with such information; our ability to successfully 
implement various initiatives throughout the company 
under expected time frames and at expected levels of cost 
and complexity; the compliance of various third parties 
with our policies and procedures and legal requirements; 
our dependency on certain third parties to perform; and 
other unforeseen events or conditions. For example, we 
currently estimate Scope 3 emissions using certain 
operational measures and emissions factors, which may 
over- or underestimate our Scope 3 emissions associated 
with reported categories. To the extent we change, or to 
the extent we are required to change, our approach or 
process for measuring such emissions, (including, for 
example, being required to use different estimates, different 
operational or other entity boundaries, or different emissions 
metrics) by future regulation or by changes to prevailing 
measurement standards, it may materially impact our 
progress on our emissions reduction goals. We may also 
rely on third-party information, standards, and certifications, 
which may change over time as methodologies and data 
availability and quality continue to evolve. These factors, 
as well as any inaccuracies or methodological concerns 
with the third-party frameworks we use , including in our 
estimates or assumptions, may cause results to differ 
materially, and adversely, from estimates and beliefs made 
by us or third parties, including regarding our ability to 
achieve our goals. While we are not aware of any material 
flaws with the third-party information we have used, 
except to the extent disclosed, we have not undertaken to 
independently verify this information or the assumptions 
or other methodological aspects underlying such information. 
In addition, we note standards and expectations regarding 
greenhouse gas (GHG) accounting and the processes for 
measuring and counting GHG emissions and GHG 
emission reductions are evolving, and it is possible our 
approaches both to measuring our emissions and to 
reducing emissions and measuring those reductions may 
be, either currently by some stakeholders or at some point 
future, considered inconsistent with common or best 
practices with respect to measuring and accounting for 
such matters, and reducing overall emissions. For example, 
we currently believe all of our leased sites fall outside of 
our operational control for purposes of determining how  
to categorize related GHG emissions; however, there is  
no guarantee other parties may not consider us to have 

operational control at certain sites, and we may change 
our reporting in future, either due to operational changes, 
changes to regulations or related standards, or updated 
information. If our approaches to such matters fall out of 
step with common or best practice, we may be subject to 
additional scrutiny, criticism, regulatory and investor 
engagement or litigation, any of which may adversely 
impact our business, financial condition, or results of 
operations. Forward-looking statements speak only as of 
the date they are made, and we do not undertake and 
expressly disclaim any obligation to update any forward-
looking statement, except as required by applicable law.

Acquisitions

Since 2021, TransUnion has completed a number of 
transactions to significantly enhance our capabilities and 
long-term profitability. We completed the acquisitions of 
Neustar, Inc. and Sontiq, Inc. in December 2021. In April 
2022, we completed the acquisition of Verisk Financial 
Services (“VF”). We have retained the core business of VF, 
herein referred as “Argus,” and in December 2022, we 
divested the non-core businesses of VF. This report 
reflects our acquisitions and divestments unless expressly 
stated otherwise.

Use of third-party information

We may rely on third-party information for certain of our 
disclosures, which may change over time as methodologies 
and data availability and quality continue to evolve. These 
factors, as well as any inaccuracies in third-party information 
we use, including in estimates or assumptions, may cause 
results to differ materially and adversely from statements, 
estimates, and beliefs made by us or third-parties. 
Moreover, our disclosures based on any third-party standards 
may change due to revisions in framework requirements, 
availability of information, changes in our business or 
applicable governmental policies, or other factors, some of 
which may be beyond our control.

References

Website and document references throughout this report 
are provided for convenience only, and the content on the 
referenced websites or documents is not incorporated by 
reference into this document, unless expressly noted.
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Our Business

TransUnion is a global information and insights company 
with over 12,000 associates operating in more than  
30 countries. We make trust possible by ensuring each 
person is reliably represented in the marketplace. We do  
this with a Tru™ picture of each person: an actionable  
view of consumers, stewarded with care. Through our 
acquisitions and technology investments we have  
developed innovative solutions that extend beyond 
our strong foundation in core credit into areas such as 
marketing, fraud, risk and advanced analytics. As a result, 
consumers and businesses can transact with confidence 
and achieve great things. We call this Information for Good® 
— and it leads to economic opportunity, great experiences 
and personal empowerment for millions of people around 
the world. 

Grounded in our heritage as a credit reporting agency, we 
have built robust and accurate databases of information  
for a large portion of the adult population in the markets  
we serve. We use our data fusion methodology to link and 
match an increasing set of disparate data to further enrich 
our database. We use this enriched data, combined with  
our expertise, to continuously develop more insightful 
solutions for our customers, all while maintaining compliance 
with global laws and regulations. Because of our work, 
organizations can better understand consumers in order  
to make more informed decisions, and earn consumer trust 
through great, personalized experiences, and the proactive 
extension of the right opportunities, tools and offers.  
In turn, we believe consumers can be confident that their 
data identities will result in better offers and opportunities. 

We provide solutions that enable businesses to manage  
and measure credit risk, market to new and existing 

customers, verify consumer identities, mitigate fraud and 
effectively manage call center operations. Businesses 
embed our solutions into their process workflows to 
deliver critical insights and enable effective actions. 
Consumers use our solutions to view their credit profiles 
and access analytical tools that help them understand 
and manage their personal financial information and take 
precautions against identity theft. We have deep domain 
expertise across a number of attractive industries, which 
we also refer to as verticals, including Financial Services 
and Emerging Verticals. Emerging verticals consists of 
Technology, Commerce and Communications, Insurance, 
Media, Services and Collections, Tenant and Employment, 
and Public Sector. We have a global presence in over  
30 countries.  

We leverage our differentiated capabilities in order to 
serve a global customer base across multiple geographies 
and industry verticals. We offer our solutions to business 
customers in Financial Services, Insurance and other 
industries, and our customer base includes many of the 
largest companies in the industries we serve. We sell 
our solutions to leading consumer lending banks, credit 
card issuers, alternative lenders, online-only lenders 
(“FinTechs”), Point of Sale (“POS”)/Buy Now Pay Later 
(“BNPL”) lenders, auto lenders, auto insurance carriers, 
cable and telecom operators, retailers, and federal, state 
and local government agencies. We have been successful 
in leveraging our brand, our expertise and our solutions 
and have a leading presence in several high-growth 
international markets. Millions of consumers across the 
globe also use our data to help manage their personal 
finances and take precautions against identity theft. 
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Our global 
business impact

TransUnion provides free credit reports in numerous 
countries around the world, and consumers in the regions 
illustrated below have taken advantage of accessing their 
credit information through TransUnion and our partners.  

Free credit reports offered Free credit reports to be offered in 2023 (Hong Kong) 

We strive to enable 1 billion 
consumers to access the credit 
economy by enhancing existing 
scoring methods and helping 
the underbanked gain access 
to mainstream lending and the 
modern economy.

We have a presence in more than 
30 countries.

At TransUnion, we understand 
alternative data1 has the potential 
to help up to 44 million U.S. credit- 
unserved and underserved people 
gain greater access to credit by 
supplementing traditional credit 
information with new insights that 
reflect broader payment behaviors.

TransUnion’s trended credit  
data2 has the potential to help  
up to 34 million underserved U.S. 
consumers gain greater access 
to credit, some of them for the 
first time, while others are able  
to receive additional credit on 
more affordable terms.   

1B
consumers

30+
countries

44
million

34
million

1	 	 Alternative	data	supplements	an	individual’s	credit	file	with	non-traditional	payment	information,	such	as	rental,	phone	or	utility	data.	
2	 	 Trended	credit	data	looks	at	activity	over	a	period	of	time	to	highlight	consumers	demonstrating	increasingly	positive	performance	on	their	recent	credit	obligations. 

For	more	information	on	trended	credit	and	alternative	data,	see	our	Financial	Inclusion	chapter.



FY2020

$2,531
$2,960

$3,710

FY2021 FY2022
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Awards and Recognitions TransUnion aims to excel in every facet of our business. 
The awards and recognitions below outline the drive of our 
exceptional associates and the impact of our work.   

UNITED STATES 
Named as a constituent of the 
FTSE4Good Index Series — FTSE Russell 
(the trading name of FTSE International 
Limited and Frank Russell Company)

Best Places to Work for LGBTQ+ 
Equality 2022 — Human Rights 
Campaign. As part of this recognition,  
we received a perfect score of 100 on the 
HRC’s Corporate Equality Index for the 
fourth year in a row.

100 Best Large Companies to Work 
For 2022 — Built In Chicago

50 Companies with the Best Benefits 
in Chicago 2022 — Built In Chicago

UNITED KINGDOM   
Great Place to Work Certified™ in 
U.K. 2022 — Great Place to Work® 

Inclusive Top 50 U.K. Employers  
2022/23 — Inclusive Companies

Best Flexible Working Initiative   
— Engage Awards

HR Innovative Team of the Year 
(Culture & Engagement Team)   
— HR Brilliance Awards

Credit Information Provider of 
the Year 2022 — The Credit Awards

INDIA 
Recognized as one of the Best 
Organizations for Women 
(TransUnion CIBIL)  
— Economic Times

BRAZIL 
Great Place to Work Certified™ in 
Brazil 2022  — Great Place to Work®

ASIA PACIFIC 
Banking Tech, Team of the Year 
(Eric Cheung, Gina Lee and Sammy Loo); 

FY 2022 Gross Revenue Mix

Revenue ($ in millions)

+ 13.6% 3-yr CAGR

Financial results

Leader of the Year (Marie Claire Lim 
Moore and Jerry Ying); and Rising Star of 
the Year (Relax Chan) — IFTA (Institute of 
Financial Technologists of Asia)

AFRICA 
Women’s Empowerment in the 
Workplace in Southern Africa 
— Accenture Gender Mainstreaming 
Awards founded by Business Engage 
Association NPC 

Top 5 Southern Africa Inclusive 
Leaders (Lee Naik) — Accenture Gender 
Mainstreaming Awards founded by 
Business Engage Association NPC

Certified Top Employer in South Africa 
in 2022 — Top Employers Institute

Top Gender Empowered Company 2022 
— Topco Standard Bank 

CANADA 
Top 100 Employers — Hamilton-Niagara's 
2022 Top 100 Employers

20%
International

15%
Consumer Interactive

65%
U.S. Markets
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Strategy
Given the interwoven nature of our operations with global 
consumer credit markets, TransUnion is in a unique 
position to leverage broad expertise in order to promote 
sustainable practices across jurisdictions and markets 
that drive societal benefits. Our sustainability strategy 
is informed by our prioritization of key ESG topics, 
benchmarking and gap assessments to uncover the 
largest opportunities. 

In addition to the sustainability value created by our 
business, we also maintain a sustainability program to 
advance our contributions to people and the planet. 
Our sustainability program focuses on areas most critical 

Increase financial 
inclusion and business 
opportunity

Improve identity 
verification and targeting 
precision to enable 
safe, tailored consumer 
experiences

Enhance customer 
workflows through critical 
insights that enable 
effective actions

MISSION

To help people around 
the world access the 

opportunities that lead to  
a higher quality of life

Strategic  
capabilities 

Differentiated 
solutions powered by 
authoritative datasets 

A global operating 
model with robust 
scale and scope

State-of-the-
art technology 
infrastructure 

Top-tier talent

Sustainability  
program pillars3

Financial inclusion

Accelerating 
financial inclusion 
of underrepresented 
communities 

Governance, 
compliance and 
security

Cultivating a global 
governance and 
reporting model

Climate and energy

Advancing climate 
action through 
renewable energy and 
efficiency 

People and DEI

Fostering a diverse and 
inclusive culture; valuing 
associate well-being

Sustainability  
value created

Increased financial 
opportunity for 
consumers helps drive 
economic growth in 
local communities

Alignment with 
regulatory and reporting 
standards provides 
stakeholders with 
decision-useful data 

Reduced societal costs, 
risks and communities 
impacted by climate-
induced natural 
disasters 

Expanding career and 
development opportunities 
across diverse populations 
and geographies

to our business, as well as the topics we believe offer 
the greatest opportunities for differentiation from our 
competitors. We discuss our prioritization in more detail  
in our Determining Key ESG Topics section. 

3		Icons	represent	the	United	Nations	Sustainable	Development	Goals	(UN	SDGs)	relevant	to	each	sustainability	program	pillar.
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Sustainability 
Program       
Overview

ESG KEY TOPICS GOALS SUPPORTING ACTIONS UN SDG CONTRIBUTIONS

Financial  
inclusion

Accurately score 
and expand 
financial access for 
1+ billion people 

1. Introduced several new credit solutions advancing financial 
inclusion – including Project Impact and CIBIL Credit and 
Farm Report

2. Added Buy Now Pay Later (“BNPL”) loans in U.K. credit reports
3. Continued partnerships with HomeFree-USA and MoCaFi to 

advance homeownership among underserved communities 
across the United States  

4. Continued progress on the development of a fairness 
framework to evaluate solutions and services to help 
advance financial inclusion (planned launch in 2023)

5. Volunteered over 100 hours of credit education through 
CARE (Credit Abuse Resistance Education)

6. Developed financial literacy materials to be taught in  
U.K. schools

8.10 - Strengthen the capacity of 
domestic financial institutions to 
encourage and expand access to 
banking, insurance and financial 
services for all
9.3 - Increase the access to financial 
services, including affordable credit, 
in particular in developing countries
10.3 - Ensure equal opportunity and 
reduce inequalities of outcome
10.5 - Improve the regulation and 
monitoring of global financial 
markets and institutions

Governance, 
compliance and 
security

Year-over-year 
improvement 
in corporate 
sustainability 
disclosures

1. Disclosed additional detail on cybersecurity practices  
and training 

2. Expanded disclosure on privacy practices, including Privacy 
Operations Team to execute first-line privacy compliance

3. Began climate risk assessment as phase 2 of our Task Force 
on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) reporting 

4. Disclosed information on international risk management
5. Shifted to annual Say-on-Pay voting

16.6 - Develop effective,  
accountable and transparent 
institutions at all levels 
16.10(b) - Promote and enforce  
non-discriminatory laws and policies 
for sustainable development

Climate and  
energy

Eliminate Scope 1 
and 2 emissions  
by 2025 

Reduce Scope 
3 real estate 
emissions 30% by 
2030, compared to 
our 2019 baseline

1. Divested owned real estate assets burning fossil fuels on site
2. Purchased renewable energy credits (RECs) to address our 

Scope 2 emissions
3. Purchased verified carbon offsets to address our Scope 3 

emissions associated with leased real estate
4. Re-baselined greenhouse gas emissions to incorporate 

acquisitions in accordance with reporting standards
5. Continued real estate consolidation strategy, maximizing 

efficiency and reducing GHG emissions

12.2 - By 2030, achieve the 
sustainable management and 
efficient use of natural resources
12.5 - By 2030, substantially reduce 
waste generation through prevention, 
reduction, recycling and reuse
13.2 - Integrate climate change 
measures into strategies and 
planning 
13.3 - Improve education, awareness 
raising, and human and institutional 
capacity on climate change

Program overview

Our sustainability programming intentionally addresses the 
most salient ESG risks and opportunities for information 
services companies like TransUnion. In addition to the 

sustainability value we create through our business, 
outlined above, TransUnion maintains programming and 
policies that cover a range of key ESG topics, in alignment 
with the UN SDGs.  
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ESG KEY TOPICS GOALS SUPPORTING ACTIONS UN SDG CONTRIBUTIONS

People  
and DEI

Gender parity in 
VP+ roles by 2030

Year-over-year 
increase in 
underrepresented 
groups at all levels 
of management

1. Expanded parental and reproductive health care benefits 
2. 79% of associates participated in our Global Associate 

Engagement Survey, with 87% reporting they feel proud to 
work for TransUnion

3. Expanded McKinsey & Company Connected Leaders 
Academy to include cohorts for Black, Hispanic/Latino and 
Asian leaders

4. Enhanced our performance development approach
5. Associate Networking Resource Groups hosted more than 15 

company-wide education and awareness sessions

5.5 - Ensure women’s full and 
effective participation and equal 
opportunities for leadership at all 
levels of decision-making
8.3 - Promote development-
oriented policies that 
support decent job creation, 
entrepreneurship and innovation  
10.2 - By 2030, empower and 
promote the social and economic 
inclusion of all
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Natural resource  
management

Supply chain  
management

Human &  
labor rights

Climate  
change

Supporting
communities

Talent attraction,  
retention  
& development

Employee safety, 
health & well-
being

Diversity, equity
& inclusion

Product quality
& data accuracy

Customer satisfaction 
& relations

Financial inclusion
& empowerment

Importance to Internal Stakeholders

Data privacy

Cybersecurity

Corporate 
governance,  
ethics & 
compliance
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Determining Key 
ESG Topics

In 2021, we completed our first global ESG assessment 
to identify the issues most important to our internal 
and external stakeholders. Our ESG assessment 
considered sustainability frameworks and ratings, such 
as Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB), 
Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures 
(TCFD), Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and United Nations 
Sustainability Development Goals (UN SDGs). The issues 
determined to be most relevant for TransUnion are shown 
in the matrix below.  

The yellow circles represent priority topics — such as 
cybersecurity, data privacy and corporate governance — that 
continue to be the highest priority areas to our stakeholders. 
The turquoise circles represent differentiation opportunities 
in topics like financial inclusion and DEI. The navy circles 
represent topics that are not perceived as being of particularly 
high relevance to TransUnion’s operations, including 
supporting communities, human and  

First Tier 
Priority topics

Third Tier 
Relevant topics

Second Tier 
Significant topics

Outlier

labor rights, supply chain management and natural 
resource stewardship. Climate change did not fit neatly into 
any grouping, and while the ranking is relatively low for our 
industry, increasing expectations for all organizations to 
manage and disclose climate change impacts elevates it  
to a significant ESG topic for TransUnion. It is important  
to note all issues shown in the matrix are relevant to the 
company regardless of their locations on the matrix.    



TALENT

Our DEI programs develop 
our talent equitably to 
create solutions for  
the future

SOLUTIONS

Our solutions include 
alternative data to 
support and advance 
underrepresented 
communities

PHILANTHROPY

Our charitable giving and 
volunteering connects with 
our corporate inclusion 
purpose 

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Our research and advocacy 
efforts leverage our data to 
highlight opportunities for 
and obstacles to inclusion

CUSTOMERS

Our customer demand for 
inclusive solutions and 
partners drives product 
development and innovation
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Financial Inclusion

Financial inclusion 
overview

The challenges communities face around the world  
vary by region, socioeconomic status and demographic 
characteristics. At TransUnion, we advance equity in our 
internal workplace practices and product development,  
as well as our externally directed advocacy, research 
and philanthropy.

Our holistic approach to inclusion supports our commercial 
inclusion objectives by advancing equity every step of the 
way. Behind TransUnion’s work are approximately 12,200 
passionate professionals seeking to make a difference. 
By recruiting a diverse pool of talent and fostering an 
environment where everyone can thrive, we aim for our 

collective team to reflect the various communities we serve 
and create solutions to the challenges they face. We create 
products leveraging the data assets we steward, bringing 
consumers into the credit economy who were previously 
left out. We also leverage the data assets we steward to 
conduct research that helps inform public policy and advocate 
for solutions to advance inclusion. In turn, the interest of 
our customers in accessing inclusive products generates 
revenue, advances partnerships and supports innovation. 
Lastly, TransUnion’s volunteering and charitable giving 
programs help connect our associates and internal work to 
our inclusion purpose. Our holistic approach to inclusion 
facilitates TransUnion’s ability to create meaningful impact 
in the lives of millions of people around the world, as well 
as provide employment opportunities and generate 
long-term revenue.  
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Key regional  
accomplishments
According to the World Bank, 1.7 billion adults remain 
unbanked worldwide.4 In the United States, we estimate 
44 million consumers are currently underrepresented. 
We aim to create products that address the obstacles to 
financial inclusion in all the markets we serve.5

• U.S.: Since 2019, our trended credit data and scores6  
have been provided for the credit evaluation of over  
137 million consumers. 

• Canada: We are developing our next generation credit 
risk acquisition score. During this process, we leveraged 
our identity attributes, and in early testing, we have 
already observed lift in the new-to-credit segment. We 
are also leveraging our robust identity exchange for 
more efficient evaluation of new-to-credit consumers.

• United Kingdom: We were the first credit reporting 
agency to include BNPL data in credit reports. We also 
partnered with CreditLadder, the U.K.'s first and largest 
rent reporting platform, to include rental payments in 
credit scoring and developed an ‘affordability hub’ for 
the top five U.K. banks. 

• India: TransUnion brought new solutions to market that 
support the needs of consumers who are historically 
excluded from credit, including a new-to-credit score 
that allows consumers with little to no credit histories  
to be scored.  

In India, we also launched CIBIL Credit and Farm Report 
(CCFR), helping lenders in improving the flow of credit to 
the agricultural sector using data-oriented and digital  
credit assessment capabilities.

• Colombia: We developed an alternative data credit score 
to serve the needs of lenders looking to address the 
unbanked consumer population. Combined with other 
market and regulatory forces focused on addressing 
this population, the result was a drop in unbanked 
consumers from 52% in 2017 to 40% in 2022.

• The Ministry of Housing in Colombia operates two 
financial programs that help low-income families obtain 
a home loan or lease. TransUnion assists with these 
programs via technological systems that support the 
allocation and control of subsidies and benefits. We also 
support the Banca de las Oportunidades – an institution 
that promotes access to credit and other financial services 
to the unbanked Colombian population – by providing 
information for their Financial Inclusion report.

• Brazil: Approximately 180 million consumers were 
scored using alternative data, representing virtually 
100% of the adult population. 

• Philippines: Unique credit customers increased from 
8.2 million in 2018 to 16.5 million in 2022. We also 
worked with FinTech lenders who focus on the 
unbanked population by offering packaged membership 
services. These allow FinTech lenders to increase their 
unbanked lending portfolios and access bureau 
services on both banked and unbanked consumers.

4	 	 See,	Financial	Inclusion,	World	Bank,	available	at:	Financial	Inclusion	Overview	(worldbank.org).
5	 	 The	availability	of	TransUnion’s	solutions	may	vary	regionally	depending	of	the	needs	of	a	particular	market.
6	 	 Refers	to	trended	data	or	scores	provided	in	response	to	a	hard	credit	inquiry	request.
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Financial inclusion 
solutions
The financial inclusion solutions, partnerships and initiatives 
we maintain are helping create an impact in unrepresented 
and underserved communities around the world.

Consumer credit 
dashboard 

Blended Credit Risk 
Models

Project Impact CIBIL Credit 
and Farm Report 
(CCFR)

Buy Now Pay Later 
Data

The dashboard 
empowers 
consumers with 
the information, 
insight and guidance 
they need to 
understand and 
protect their credit 
health. It provides 
personalized 
and interactive 
experiences to both 
our partners and 
consumers.

One of the 
dashboard’s features 
is Credit Compass, a 
tool that empowers 
consumers to set 
and reach their 
credit goals through 
specific steps for 
improving individual 
credit health.

We have launched 
our blended credit 
risk model product in 
several regions, and 
we plan to launch in 
Brazil in 2023. This 
product combines 
both trended 
credit bureau data 
and alternative 
data sources, 
creating a more 
precise picture of 
consumer risk and 
consumers’ abilities 
to manage financial 
commitments.  

In October 2022, 
we launched Project 
Impact which 
offers an end-to-
end onboarding 
solutions channel to 
our customers that 
includes identity, 
fraud, credit and 
consumer solutions 
leveraging alternative 
data, further 
increasing the 
coverage and scope 
of alternative data. 

By providing 
TransUnion 
associates with 
tools, solutions  
and support to help 
engage customers, 
Project Impact links 
financially excluded 
consumers and 
lenders who want  
to serve them.

This solution 
supports lenders in 
improving the flow 
of credit to the 
agricultural sector 
using data-oriented 
and digital credit 
assessment 
capabilities.

The CCFR is 
expected to lead to 
quicker and more 
astute decisions on 
agricultural lending, 
and will help drive 
speedier and efficient 
disbursement of 
credit to agricultural 
sector.

TransUnion’s 
point-of-sale product 
provides insight into 
indebtedness and 
payment behaviors 
of consumers who 
have used installment 
loan solutions.

This gives 
organizations a 
more holistic view of 
consumers’ overall 
indebtedness using 
data previously not 
visible in the credit 
industry.
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Financial 
inclusion initiatives
TransUnion participates in a number of collaborations that 
aim to support consumers, increase financial inclusion 
and expand the impact of our solutions.

In addition, TransUnion collaborates with other credit 
bureaus to support consumers. TransUnion, along with 
Experian and Equifax, continued to offer U.S. consumers 
access to free weekly credit reports throughout 2022 as 
they continued to navigate the COVID-19 pandemic. In 
September, we announced this benefit would continue 
through the end of 2023. Furthermore, as of July 1, 2022, 
TransUnion and other credit bureaus introduced the first 

SUPPORTING CONSUMERS

FICO Score 6

In South Africa, TransUnion Africa partnered with FICO to launch FICO® Score 6, a new scoring tool that was developed 
using TransUnion data. The tool will help drive greater financial inclusion by supporting lenders’ efforts to lend to previously 
unscoreable consumers.

ADVANCING HOME OWNERSHIP

HomeFree-USA MoCaFi NAACP

TransUnion continued our partnership 
with HomeFree-USA, a non-profit 
specializing in homebuying guidance, 
foreclosure prevention and 
homeownership education. We provide 
our consumer credit dashboard as a 
free credit education tool to advance 
HomeFree-USA’s client journey to 
mortgage approval.

We are partnering with MoCaFi to 
supply credit information to the 
Blueprint app which supports 
underbanked and thin-file consumers. 
The Blueprint app is designed to help 
close the racial wealth gap through 
advancing homeownership in the 
Black community. The app leverages 
TransUnion data to allow users to 
simulate credit-building tactics and 
estimate mortgage affordability.

TransUnion and the NAACP launched 
a credit education website — called 
Connecting to Our Financial Future — 
designed to promote financial 
inclusion among traditionally 
underserved and underrepresented 
communities. The site provides 
resources to help Black consumers 
build financial health, reaching  
people where they are in their 
credit journeys.

phase7 of changes to the reporting of medical collection 
debt which include: (1) paid medical debt will no longer 
appear on U.S. consumer credit reports, and (2) the time 
period before unpaid medical collection debt will appear 
on a consumer's credit report is being increased from six 
months to one year. In addition, in the first half of 2023, 
TransUnion and other bureaus will also no longer include 
medical collection debt under $500 on credit reports.      

7	 	 Equifax,	Experian,	and	TransUnion	Support	U.S.	Consumers	With	Changes	to	Medical	Collection	Debt	Reporting,	Businesswire,	available	at:	https://www.businesswire.com/news/
home/20220318005244/en/Equifax-Experian-and-TransUnion-Support-U.S.-Consumers-With-Changes-to-Medical-Collection-Debt-Reporting.
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Financial literacy
The educational content on our website was read by 
1.9 million consumers in 2022, and nearly 3 in 4 readers 
reported the articles provided the information they were 
looking for. We answered key consumer questions about 
credit and identity protection, such as “What is a credit 
score?”, “How can you protect yourself from identity theft?” 
and “How is your personal credit impacted by rising interest 
rates?” Additionally, we reached approximately 250 million 
people through paid promotion of our educational content, 
expanding awareness of TransUnion while providing 
audiences with relevant information. TransUnion served 
approximately 12 million consumers on our regulatory 
pages on TransUnion.com, empowering them to manage 
and protect their credit through free services like placing a 
credit freeze, fraud alerts, submitting a dispute or requesting 
a copy of their weekly credit reports.   

In the U.K., we also launched a free education resource for 
teachers called Credit Scores Explained. The program 
aims to give secondary school students the best start to 
their financial lives, teaching them about managing money, 
and helping them understand from an early age the 
important role their credit reports and scores play.
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Governance, Compliance 
and Security 

Corporate governance

Nominating and Corporate 
Governance Committee 

The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee assists the Board in:

→ Overseeing sustainability strategy and performance, in addition to public policy  
and philanthropy practices 

→ Identifying qualified Board member candidates

→ Developing recommendations for committee participation and leadership

→ Overseeing Board member and management performance evaluations  

Audit Committee The Audit Committee assists the Board in: 

→ Reviewing the soundness of TransUnion’s system of internal controls for finance and accounting 

→ Overseeing the quality and integrity of TransUnion’s financial statements and our financial 
reporting and disclosure practices 

→ Monitoring compliance with TransUnion’s policies (e.g., Code of Conduct, Related Person 
Transaction Policy) and applicable legal and regulatory matters (in coordination with the Risk  
and Compliance Committee) 

Compensation Committee The Compensation Committee assists the Board in:

→ Establishing and reviewing TransUnion’s compensation philosophy

→ Reviewing and approving CEO, executive officer and non-management director compensation 

→ Reviewing incentive and equity-based compensation plans 

Board committees

TransUnion’s Board of Directors (the "Board") guides 
our management on behalf of our shareholders. Our 
Board members bring diverse skillsets, including CEO or 
other senior leadership experience; global technology; 

data analytics and privacy; risk management and 
regulatory; cybersecurity; corporate governance; 
finance and accounting; global perspective; TransUnion 
industry knowledge; organizational transformation; and 
sustainability/ESG experience.

Each Committee of TransUnion’s Board of Directors focuses 
on distinct areas of oversight as summarized below.8  

8	 	 In	July	2022,	with	the	guidance	of	the	Nominating	and	Corporate	Governance	Committee,	our	Board	reorganized	its	committee	structure	to	better	align	with	TransUnion's	
business	and	operations.	The	Board	established	the	Risk	and	Compliance	Committee,	which	has	the	responsibilities	set	forth	in	this	section.	The	Board	also	amended	many	of	
its	committee	charters	to	reflect	realigned	committee	responsibilities,	which	are	reflected	in	this	section.	In	addition,	the	Board	renamed	three	of	its	committees	to	represent	the	
revised	mandates	in	their	charters.	The	Audit	and	Compliance	Committee	was	renamed	the	Audit	Committee;	the	Mergers	and	Acquisitions	Committee	was	renamed	the	Mergers,	
Acquisitions	and	Integration	Committee;	and	the	Technology,	Privacy	and	Cybersecurity	Committee	was	renamed	the	Technology	Committee.
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Mergers, Acquisitions & 
Integration Committee  

The Mergers, Acquisitions & Integration Committee assists the Board in: 

→ Making recommendations with respect to certain potential opportunities for strategic business 
combinations, acquisitions, mergers, dispositions, divestitures and similar strategic transactions 
involving TransUnion (each, a “Strategic Transaction”)  

→ Ensuring the fairness of process with respect to any proposed Strategic Transaction  

→ Expediting and facilitating the process of reviewing, negotiating and consummating certain 
potential Strategic Transactions involving TransUnion

→ Evaluating post-closing integration and performance of consummated Strategic Transactions  

Risk & Compliance Committee The Risk & Compliance Committee assists the Board in:

→ Assessing the quality and effectiveness of our capabilities, policies, controls and methods  
for identifying, evaluating, monitoring and mitigating material risks 

→ Overseeing the quality and effectiveness of our risk assessment and enterprise risk 
management framework, information security framework and our compliance function  

→ Overseeing TransUnion’s compliance with legal and regulatory requirements, including 
monitoring compliance with consumer financial laws (in coordination with the Audit Committee)

→ Overseeing the quality and effectiveness of our information security framework, including 
capabilities, policies and controls, and methods for identifying, assessing and mitigating 
information and cybersecurity risks

→ Reviewing with management the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls associated 
with TransUnion's risk assessment and enterprise risk management framework (in coordination 
with the Audit Committee) 

Technology Committee The Technology Committee assists the Board in: 

→ Overseeing TransUnion’s product, data, information technology and innovation, functionality and 
availability strategy and approach

→ Overseeing the integration and alignment of our technology, product and data-related strategy 
with our overall business and strategy 

→ Assessing and reviewing major technology, product and data-related projects and investments

→ Reviewing technology, product and data-related systems and processes 
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Sustainability oversight

TransUnion’s Board of Directors oversees TransUnion’s 
sustainability program through its Nominating and 
Corporate Governance Committee which receives updates 
from management on ESG-related matters  
on a quarterly basis. 

Board performance

Our Board members maintain regular attendance 
at meetings and provide meaningful oversight of 
TransUnion’s operations. Each of our Board members 
brings vital expertise and skills to TransUnion.  
In 2022, with the exception of Chris Cartwright,  
our CEO, and Charlie Gottdiener, the former CEO of 
Neustar, all our Board members were independent, 
according to New York Stock Exchange standards.

Board diversity

TransUnion recognizes the benefits of diverse 
representation within our Board of Directors. In July 2022, 

the Board fulfilled its previous commitment to nominate at 
least one ethnically or racially diverse director in 2022 with 
the appointment of two new members to our Board, 
Hamidou Dia and Ravi Kumar. In January 2023, we 
announced the appointment of Linda K. Zukauckas to  
our Board. As of March 9, 2023, 5 out of 11 of our director 
nominees for our 2023 Annual Meeting of Stockholders 
(the "2023 Annual Meeting") identified as gender,  
ethnically or racially diverse.

9	 	 Calculations	are	based	on	Board	member	composition	as	of	March	9,	2023.	The	calculation	shown	does	not	include	Andy	Prozes,	who	is	currently	serving	on	our	Board	as	of	March	9,	
2023,	as	Mr.	Prozes	will	not	stand	for	reelection	at	the	2023	Annual	Meeting	and	will	retire	from	the	Board,	effective	March	31,	2023.

10	 Calculation	shown	reflects	average	tenure	of	independent	Board	members	as	of	March	9,	2023.	The	calculation	shown	does	not	include	Chris	Cartwright,	our	CEO,	and	Charlie	Gottdiener,	
the	former	CEO	of	Neustar,	because	they	are	not	considered	independent	according	to	the	New	York	Stock	Exchange	standards.	The	calculation	shown	also	does	not	include	Andy	Prozes,	
who	is	currently	serving	on	our	Board	as	of	March	9,	2023,	as	Mr.	Prozes	will	not	stand	for	reelection	at	the	2023	Annual	Meeting	and	will	retire	from	the	Board,	effective	March	31,	2023.

BOARD INDEPENDENCE 9

BOARD MEMBER ATTENDANCE

AVERAGE DIRECTOR AGE 9

82%
of our Board members are independent years58

INDEPENDENT BOARD TENURE AVERAGE 10

75% Board members attended 75% or more 
board and committee meetings in 2022 years4.1

INDEPENDENCE 9

RACIAL/ETHNIC  
DIVERSITY 9

GENDER DIVERSITY 9

 Independent

   Not independent

  Women

  Men

 Black/African 
 American

 Asian and Other 
 Pacific Islander

   White

18%

82%

9%

82%

9%

Solutions
Our products leverage alternative data to
include unrepresented communities

Thought leadership
Our research and advocacy efforts leverage
our data to highlight obstacles to inclusion

Customers
Our customer demand for inclusive solutions and
partners drives product development and innovation

Philanthropy
Our charitable giving and volunteering
interconnects our corporate inclusion purpose

Talent
Our DEI programs develop our talent
equitably to create products for the future

27%

73%
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minorities in director and above positions within the United 
States, and the year-over-year representation of women at 
the vice president level or above, globally. In 2022, 
TransUnion achieved a year-over-year increase for both 
objectives, which resulted in a target (100%) payout for  
this metric.

Business Ethics
Our business ethics program permeates all lines of our 
business units, corporate functions and operational groups. 
TransUnion’s culture emphasizes legal and regulatory 
compliance, issue identification and comprehensive, 
sustainable issue remediation.

Our Code of Conduct

TransUnion’s Code of Business Conduct anchors our 
business ethics program, providing our associates, 
officers and Board with straightforward guidance to act 
in a manner consistent with our values. 

Our associate culture is rooted in TransUnion’s mission  
of Information for Good® and creating trusted interactions 
between businesses and consumers. We encourage 
using good judgment, highlighting areas of concern to 
management, and treating TransUnion stakeholders 
in a transparent and fair manner. All full- and part-time 
associates must take annual workplace ethics training  
and attest to follow our Code of Business Conduct 
annually. The Audit Committee and Risk and Compliance 
Committee periodically review with management any 
correspondence with, or other action by, regulators or 
governmental agencies and any employee complaints, 
submissions or published reports that raise concerns 
regarding compliance with our Code of Business Conduct.    

Global Anti-Fraud Program

TransUnion’s Global Anti-Fraud Program helps ensure the 
reliability of our business and reduces reputational risk 
across all dimensions. Our system of anti-fraud controls, 
assessments and monitoring programs is designed to 
detect, investigate and prevent instances of suspected 
or confirmed internal fraud. Multiple stakeholders work 
collaboratively to mitigate internal fraud risk via various 
compliance and risk governance structures. 

Management sustainability leadership

At the management level, the Executive Leadership team 
meets regularly with TransUnion’s Sustainability Office  
to provide direction on strategy and execution of our 
enterprise ESG programming. Our Chief Sustainability 
Officer champions sustainability inside and out of  
the enterprise. 

In 2021, we strengthened our commitment to DEI by 
incorporating DEI Objectives into our executive officers' 
compensations. In 2022, 5% of our executive officers 
annual incentives were based on certain DEI Objectives, 
with a possible payout between 0%-200% for this portion 
of the annual incentive subject to changes in TransUnion's 
year-over-year representation of underrepresented 

Board skills 11

Our Board is comprised of individuals with a 
wide range of diverse backgrounds, skills and 
experiences. The chart below highlights the 
experiences and skills of our director nominees  
for our 2023 Annual Meeting we believe are  
critical to the success of TransUnion.

1062 840 1173 951

Risk Management and Regulatory

Cybersecurity

Corporate Governance

Global Perspective

Organizational Transformation

Finance and Accounting

TU Industry Knowledge

Sustainability/ESG

Global Technology

Senior Leadership/CEO

Data Analytics; Privacy

11	 Skills	shown	for	Board	members	as	of	March	9,	2023,	who	are	standing	for	reelection	at	our	2023	Annual	Meeting.	The	chart	does	not	include	Andy	Prozes,	who	is	currently	serving	 
on	our	Board	as	of	March	9,	2023,	as	Mr.	Prozes	will	not	stand	for	reelection	at	the	2023	Annual	Meeting	and	will	retire	from	the	Board,	effective	March	31,	2023.
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The Global Anti-Fraud Program system:

• Identifies relevant internal fraud schemes
• Uses standardized tools and trainings
• Partners with pertinent departments
• Surveys the operating environment
• Identifies and assesses mitigation measures
• Develops plans to improve these measures

Reporting ethics issues 

TransUnion’s Global Ethics Helpline Program offers a safe, 
confidential reporting platform for our associates and 
external parties to report instances of actual or suspected 
wrongdoing, including acts or omissions that are unlawful, 
abusive or harmful committed in, by or for TransUnion. 

The Global Ethics Helpline Program enables the thorough, 
timely, fair and impartial handling of credible reports to 
establish whether wrongdoing occurred, to address confirmed 
wrongdoing and correct any systemic issues. Any information 
submitted through the TransUnion Global Ethics Helpline 
is kept confidential to the fullest extent possible; TransUnion 
does not permit retaliation of any kind against associates 
for asking questions or reporting in good faith. 

The Global Ethics Helpline Program also includes a 
category to report sustainability-related concerns involving 
an element of human and labor rights, employment, audit, 
fraud, ethics, corporate social responsibility or 
environmental regulations. Reports may be submitted 
directly through the Global Ethics Helpline website or by 
phone, and these channels are managed by independent 
third parties. More information is available in our 
Whistleblower Policy.

Policy and advocacy
Our political activities are designed to strictly adhere to 
applicable law and align with our Code of Business 
Conduct. A number of factors guide TransUnion’s lobbying, 

including considerations pertaining to the best interests of 
our businesses and associates, and our corporate values. 
In 2022, TransUnion spent $1,980,000 on lobbying.

TransUnion engages regulators and policymakers across 
political affiliations to advocate for legislation that promotes 
financial inclusion. We continue our advocacy for the 
veterans and armed services communities by publicly 
supporting H.R. 7526 Servicemembers' Credit Monitoring 
Enhancement Act which provides free credit monitoring  
to Reservists and National Guard members. Likewise, 
TransUnion continues to advocate for H.R. 8985 The 
Credit Access and Inclusion Act as an important step 
toward helping more American consumers access credit 
and financial opportunities by broadening the data shared 
on consumer credit files. TransUnion was a pioneer in 
advancing financial inclusion through the use of alternative 
data, such as rent and utility bills, on credit reports. We 
believe the use of alternative data has the potential to 
elevate more than 44 million credit-invisible or credit-
disadvantaged U.S. consumers — those who would not 
qualify under traditional credit evaluations — to new 
opportunities that may otherwise be unavailable to them.   

TransUnion also engages regulators and policymakers to 
help them understand the credit obstacles and challenges 
faced by various demographic groups. In 2022, we hosted 
policy sessions on understanding LGBTQ+ rights and 
supporting Black communities. Also in 2022, TransUnion 
joined The Human Rights Campaign and over 200 
companies in supporting the Respect for Marriage Act 
(H.R. 8404/S. 4556), improving protections for marriage 
equality for same-sex couples and interracial couples in 
the United States. We believe our equity advocacy efforts 
are central to our corporate values and in alignment with 
the expectations of our associates and customers.

https://investors.transunion.com/~/media/Files/T/Transunion-IR/governance-documents/transunion-whistleblower-policy-r.pdf
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Directing Our risk policies and procedures set boundaries for 
taking risks within the boundaries of the Global Risk 
Appetite Statement approved by the Board

Organizing The RMF supports organized processes, procedures 
and methodologies which help our teams to 
effectively manage risk in a consistent way across 
the business

Managing  We manage risk by establishing controls to mitigate 
identified risks and execute an Issue Management 
process to drive any necessary enhancements to controls

Monitoring Measures business processes and outcomes to 
ensure controls are operating effectively

Reporting Our Risk Management program reports key risk 
themes and performance metrics to risk  
governance committees

Enterprise Risk 
and Compliance
Our risk and compliance programs, policies and 
procedures provide the framework for identifying, 
assessing and controlling risks within the boundaries 
of the Global Risk Appetite Statement approved by the 
Board. TransUnion’s Chief Risk and Compliance Officer 
manages the everyday operations of the risk management 
and compliance programs, and reports to the enterprise 
Chief Legal Officer who oversees the company’s Risk 
Management Framework (RMF) and Compliance 
Management System in conjunction with  
executive leadership. 

Risk management overview

Our risk and compliance efforts – and the early  
identification of risks and issues – help enhance operating 
effectiveness within TransUnion’s Global Operating Model. 
Executed effectively across our organization, strong 
compliance helps protect our assets and our   
brand reputation. 

Risk Management Framework (RMF)

TransUnion’s RMF provides the company with a foundation 
to develop policies and governance processes across 
departments and regions. The RMF also drives TransUnion 
to identify risks, monitor control effectiveness and 
appropriately address and govern issues. 

Risk review and escalation 

The Enterprise Risk Management Committee (ERMC) 
sets TransUnion’s risk strategy, within the boundaries of 
the TransUnion Global Risk Appetite Statement approved 
by the Board, and helps prioritize risks identified and 
mitigated throughout the company. The ERMC is chaired 
by the Chief Risk & Compliance Officer, and includes 
the Chief Executive Officer, his direct reports and other 
key function heads or senior subject matter experts. 
Key issues raised by the ERMC are escalated to the 
appropriate committee of the Board.

The ERMC, which meets monthly, also monitors 
TransUnion’s risk and governs policies and procedures 
to ensure that TransUnion risks are within the Board-
approved Global Risk Appetite that is described below.  
The ERMC reviews the broader risk environment and 
provides direction to mitigate (to an acceptable level) 
identified risks that may adversely affect our ability to 
achieve strategic objectives. The ERMC also reviews  
our Global Risk Taxonomy which names, classifies 
and defines risks TransUnion is exposed to across the 
enterprise. Lastly, the ERMC stewards our Enterprise  
Risk Management Policy and additional enterprise 
policies in risk-related areas, such as privacy and 
information security.



Integrated 
Assurance 
Committee (IAC)

Global Technology 
Risk Management 
(G8)12

International 
Risk Management 
Committee (IRMC)

Operational Risk 
Committee 
(ORC)

TransUnion Board of Directors

Board Level 
Committees

Executive  
Committee

Audit 
Committee

Technology 
Committee

Risk & 
Compliance 
Committee

Nominating 
and Corporate 
Governance 
Committee

Mergers, 
Acquisitions 
and Integration 
Committee

Compensation 
Committee

Enterprise Risk Management 
Committee (ERMC)

Global Audit 
and Advisory

Leadership  
Committee

Working GroupRisk Committees

12			Formalized	as	Security	&	Technology	Risk	Committee	(STRC)	as	of	March	13,	2023.
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Our International Risk Management Committee (IRMC) 
reports regularly to the ERMC. The IRMC brings improved 
consistency across our regional markets, providing a 
consolidated view of global risks, issues and challenges.  
It also enables us to more effectively identify and 
coordinate solutions for common challenges. 

Global Risk Appetite Statement

TransUnion’s leadership recognizes taking risk is inherent 
in our ability to provide services that make trust possible 
and deliver on our mission of Information for Good®. 
TransUnion’s Global Risk Appetite Statement — approved 
by TransUnion’s Board of Directors — summarizes our 
approach to taking, managing and responding to risks, 
and provides parameters to guide management on 
risk decisions. 

GLOBAL RISK APPETITE STATEMENT

TransUnion takes a considered approach 
to risk decisions, and aims to balance 
risk and reward as we seek to optimize 
our experiences with consumers and 
customers. In doing so, we will manage 
risk in keeping with the risk framework, 
mitigate undue risks to a manageable 
level, and maintain risk within established 
thresholds and in keeping with the principles 
of Information for Good® — unless formally 
accepted through appropriate governance.

Enterprise Risk Management Organization
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Compliance 

TransUnion’s experienced compliance team helps ensure 
compliance requirements are integrated into business 
processes and the enterprise complies with all regulatory 
and legal requirements. We do this via a comprehensive 
compliance management system of programs, policies 
and procedures.  

We have three separate but integrated functions that 
work together to promote the execution of all aspects of 
compliance throughout TransUnion:

Compliance Advisory Team

• Provides regulatory compliance expertise and 
management of compliance risk that could pose a 
threat to TransUnion associates, reputation, assets  
or integrity 

• Partners with business units to define and implement 
processes and procedures to ensure compliance with 
new or changed legal or regulatory requirements

• Reviews new and/or enhanced products and services 
to assess compliance risks and ensure adherence with 
legal or regulatory requirements 

• Performs risk assessments, evaluates issues and 
advises business units on the development of action 
plans to strengthen controls or remediate control gaps   

Corporate Investigations Team

• Creates and implements policies, strategies and 
programs to prevent, detect and investigate internal and 
external fraud threats and vulnerabilities to TransUnion 

• Facilitates implementation of fraud policies and 
standards within the business units

• Conducts investigations and root cause analysis 
into potential instances of fraud, ethics violations 
and compliance breaches that threaten TransUnion 
associates, reputation assets or integrity

• Documents investigations and formulates lessons 
learned 

• Oversees and manages TransUnion’s Global Ethics 
Helpline

Compliance Program Management Team

• Responsible for developing and executing critical global 
compliance programs, including: 

 » Issue Management 
 » Business Resilience
 » Crisis Management 
 » Data Issue Response  
 » Policy Governance
 » Compliance Training Management 
 » Records Management 
 » Regulatory Change Management 
 » Regulatory Exam Management   
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Issue management

“Speak Up” is one of the core pillars of TransUnion’s 
Commitment to Compliance. Our associates are encouraged 
to look for and report Issues via our Enterprise Issue 
Management Program. 

TransUnion’s Enterprise Issue Management Program 
helps ensure we identify, remediate, report and manage 
Issues comprehensively and sustainably. An Issue is 
defined as a situation that could cause harm to 
TransUnion as a result of a process failure due to a poorly 
designed, ineffective or nonexistent control that requires 
further review, evaluation and resolution. Issues may be 
identified during routine duties, independent internal 
audits, assessments, external agency reviews or from 
external control failures.

Our Enterprise Issue Management Program enables 
a consistent and objective approach that drives 
accountability for successful Issue resolution, including:

• Supporting rapid response and comprehensive, 
sustainable Issue resolution to minimize impact to 
consumers and customers, as well as to TransUnion  

• Mitigating the risk of recurrence for future similar Issues

• Providing processes and tools used to identify Issues, 
and manage and resolve them

• Achieving the best possible outcomes for consumers, 
customers and the organization

• Fostering a culture of continuous improvement through 
self-identification and correction/prevention of Issues

Business resilience 

As a leading global risk and information solutions 
provider, TransUnion recognizes the services we  
provide are important to both business customers and 
consumers. We are committed to maintaining, updating 
and periodically testing our Business Continuity Program 
which is designed to minimize any reasonably foreseeable 
service interruption event.  

Our program prioritizes critical business processes, 
identifies significant threats to normal operations, and 
plans mitigation strategies to ensure effective organizational 
response to significant business interruptions. Our executive 
leaders engage in the oversight of our Business Continuity 
Plan by reviewing performance, program improvements 
and emerging stakeholder needs.

Information security and privacy risk management 

Data security and stewardship is vital to protecting 
consumers and maintaining their trust. The Risk and 
Compliance Committee of the Board oversees our 
compliance with applicable global data privacy and 
security regulations and requirements, and assesses the 
effectiveness of systems, controls and procedures used 
by TransUnion to ensure compliance with applicable global 
data privacy and security requirements. The Risk and 
Compliance Committee of the Board also oversees the 
quality and effectiveness of our information security 
framework, and assesses the effectiveness of our 
management of information security-related risks. 

Our Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) and our Chief 
Privacy Officer (CPO) maintain strategies and programs 
designed to protect consumers and data assets, align with 
consumer expectations, and comply with all applicable 
laws. The CISO and CPO have direct reporting lines to the 
Risk and Compliance Committee of the Board, and both 
report to the Risk and Compliance Committee of the 
Board on a quarterly basis.  

Additionally, TransUnion maintains a privacy and network 
security liability insurance policy in the event of a material 
security breach to cover loss or damages to and from 
consumer claims and other expenses. In the upcoming 
section, we provide more detail about our information 
security practices and governance.



Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A)  
Responsible for the evaluation of security 
risk of an entity before potential mergers or 
acquisitions, identification of key security 
initiatives, and driving security remediation 
efforts as the entity is integrated into TransUnion.

Information Security Program Enablement 
Responsible for prioritization of information security 
programs and initiatives, management of allocation 

of resources, and engagement of our broader 
Technology and Business stakeholders that help 

ensure TransUnion is secure. 

Cybersecurity Operations  
Responsible for key security programs that  
help defend and protect TransUnion assets,  
such as defense, attack surface management,  
and threat intelligence.

International & Information Security Officers (ISO)                           
Responsible for direct engagement with our 

business unit stakeholders globally to drive security 
initiatives, answer questions, and problem solve 

security challenges. 

Cloud Security   
Responsible for securing our cloud assets as we 
move from a majority on-premise technology 
environment to a hybrid cloud model.

Identity & Access Management           
Responsible for giving the right user the right 

access to any resource they need, maintaining 
records of who accessed what, and making sure 

the access remains appropriate over time. 
Security Risk Management  
Responsible for identifying and managing  
risks to TransUnion Security, which helps us 
prioritize activities. 

Solutions Architecture & Engineering 
Responsible for the design of secure solutions, 

and the implementation and optimization of 
technology to enable organizations to meet 

security goals. 

OVERVIEW: INFORMATION SECURITY
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Information Security
Our Global Information Security Department is responsible 
for the security and protection of consumer and customer 
information, one of TransUnion’s highest priorities. We 
secure and protect the information entrusted to us by 
building, monitoring and defending information security 
programs built on a foundation of compliance and 
accountability. We proactively manage our programs  

and continuously invest to secure the data we hold on 
behalf of consumers and businesses. 

We have developed a tiered framework that empowers 
information security execution and accountability across 
business and technology teams. Our organization has 
doubled in size over the last five years and now employs 
over 400 security professionals. We are comprised of 
teams that work together to direct our information security 
work, as described below: 

We are organized to develop, implement and maintain 
a robust information security program consistent with 
TransUnion’s size and complexity. We employ multiple 
overlapping layers of security controls to reduce risk and 

eliminate single points of failure. Our program focuses on 
risk identification and fostering resiliency, all to protect 
TransUnion, our assets, consumers and customers.
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Information security priorities

The priorities of TransUnion’s information security 
program are:

→ Decrease targets for our adversaries while ensuring no 
asset is hidden from our security teams 

→ Take a proactive security stance by searching for 
threats and risk inducing points in our enterprise 

→ Lead the industry in defining security standards and 
grow consumer trust 

→ Reduce our threat exposure by focusing where 
exploitation is more likely and consequential

Our security team continues to enhance critical 
information security functions that actively identify risks, 
such as threat detection, scanning, penetration testing, 
red-teaming and vulnerability disclosure. We have made 
enhancements to provide actionable and robust asset 
inventories for applications, data and technologies essential 
for effective cyber operations. Security is embedded in 
our company culture as teams across the organization 
are held accountable for planning and execution of 
enterprise security.

Information security features13

TransUnion’s information security program is aligned with 
industry best practices. Our program’s features include:

• Restricted data access according to job role and 
business unit 

• Federal and state-level background checks 

• Security awareness training for new hires and annual 
security awareness programs for all associates, 
including contract employees

• Annual attestation for security policies and agreements 

• Standards for security controls, such as password 
length and change frequency 

• Combination of key card and biometric access to 
sensitive areas 

13	 On	an	annual	basis,	TransUnion	engages	a	trusted	business	partner	(PricewaterhouseCoopers	LLP)	to	conduct	the	annual	review	work	required	for	the	SOC	2	Type	2	Report. 
The	scope	of	the	report	includes	TransUnion’s	systems	relevant	to	our	Data	Centers	and	key	applications	used	by	our	customers.	The	review	itself	is	based	on	the	criteria	set	forth	in	
paragraph	1.26	of	the	AICPA	Guide	for	Reporting	on	Controls	at	a	Service	Organization	relevant	to	Security	and	Availability.

• Secured data centers with restricted access 

• Annual penetration tests for both our external and 
internal networks, and customer-facing applications 

• Encryption and firewall strategies for internet applications 

• Dynamic and static code reviews 

• Continuous Data Loss Prevention Monitoring and 
Investigation 

• Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) and Intrusion 
Prevention Systems (IPS) 

• 100% of our remote network utilizes multifactor 
authentication

Security training is provided to 100% of our staff, including 
contract associates. The training covers important 
cybersecurity topics, such as common phishing strategies 
and hacker tactics. 

Information security certifications and validation

TransUnion is committed to aligning with industry-leading 
cyber risk management best practices, and complying with 
all legal and regulatory requirements. Our information security 
program is fundamentally based on ISO\IEC 27001:2013; 
it includes a global-level Information Security Department 
that develops the company’s security policies, standards 
and procedures. This department centrally administers 
security on the major corporate platforms, and oversees 
the administration of other systems and platforms. 

TransUnion maintains more than 30 information security 
certifications annually, including Payment Card Industry 
(PCI), SSAE 18 SOC II Type II, Custom Attestations and 
ISO 27001. To maintain certifications and align with 
best practices, we conduct regular cybersecurity-related 
audits and assessments both internally and externally. 
Our internal and external independent security audits 
and assessments are conducted at least annually. 
Continuously and successfully completing these industry 
certifications demonstrates TransUnion’s commitment to 
security and adherence to industry expected benchmarks.
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CERTIFICATIONS14

BUSINESS ISO 27001 PCI
SSAE 18 SOC 
2 TYPE 2

India X X X

U.S. X X

Canada X X

Brazil X X

Ireland X X

U.K. X X

Hong Kong planned for 2023 X X

South Africa planned for 2023 X X

Philippines X

Cyber threat and intelligence

TransUnion continues to monitor and address risks as the 
threat landscape evolves. Cyber risk across the financial 
sector remains high due to multiple factors, including the 
Ukraine-Russia conflict, ransomware criminals, supply 
chain risk and service provider targeting. We have a 
number of initiatives in place to improve our cybersecurity 
maturity and address threats.

Our Cyber Threat and Intelligence function is responsible 
for defending against potential information security related 
events. On average in 2022, each day our team: 

• Blocked 53,000 attempts of unauthorized access to 
TransUnion products

• Blocked 535,000 malicious emails

• Blocked 1.4 million malicious BOT attempts

• Defended against 50 cyber threat incidents

Within our 24/7/365 Security Operations Center, TransUnion 
associates monitor for any attempts to access our systems 
or data. We deploy industry-leading security solutions to 
manage the vulnerability and threat environment affecting 
our businesses across the globe. Internal and external 
vulnerability management solutions are used to monitor 
our networks, including our connections with customers 
and partners. Our applications and networks undergo 
internal and external third-party penetration tests on an 
annual basis — or more frequently contingent on the 
threat environment. 

TransUnion participates in the Financial Information 
Sharing and Analysis Council (“FS-ISAC”) where 
companies — including other U.S. nationwide consumer 
credit reporting companies — share information regarding 
cyber threats, attacks and solutions to understand the 
evolving threat environment. 

We regularly test, update and revise our incident response 
plans based on the behavior of threat actors attempting to 
access our computer systems, software, networks, data 
and other technology assets on a daily basis. In 2022, 
we conducted over 150 different tests, including physical 
penetration tests and physical security assessments. 
We also performed 15 tabletop exercises and crisis 
simulations to better equip our team for any threat scenario. 
In addition, TransUnion has an extensive network of  
third-party support that provides services, including 
penetration testing, continuous risk monitoring and 
distributed denial of service (DDoS) support.

14	 The	types	of	certifications	we	maintain	in	a	region	are	specific	to	the	products	and	
services	we	offer	in	that	geography.	We	maintain	ISO	27001	certifications	for	our 
operations	in	TransUnion-	Leeds,	U.K.;	TransUnion	CIBIL-	Mumbai,	India	and	
TransUnion-	Sao	Paulo,	Brazil.	Our	Consumer	Interactive	U.S.	business	 
also	maintains	PCI	and	SSAE	18	SOC	2	Type	2	Reports.
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Data privacy

Responsible data stewardship is fundamental to our mission. 
We have developed, and continue to augment, a robust, 
global program to protect consumer information and our 
data assets. Our program is built upon TransUnion’s Global 
Privacy Policy which requires compliance across the 
enterprise, including all of TransUnion’s business units, as 
well as majority-owned company subsidiaries. Collectively, 
these efforts help ensure all new products and services 
comply with the most current privacy regulations around 
the world, and meet or exceed consumers’ evolving 
privacy expectations.  

As part of these privacy standards and expectations, 
all associates are required to complete annual privacy 
trainings to cover all applicable privacy regulations, 
including but not limited to the California Consumer 
Privacy Act and EU General Data Protection Regulation. 
All staff learn about personal data definitions, principles 
of data privacy regulations, individuals’ rights and data 
incident reporting. Additional detail is included in the 
Associate Training Appendix.

TransUnion regularly conducts privacy-focused assessments 
of our products, and processing activities for compliance 
with privacy regulations and alignment with consumer 
expectations. Our assessments consider the nature of the 
data use, transparency of the use and the notice made 
available to consumers, along with information security, 
individuals’ legal rights and expectations, and any relevant 
data quality considerations. TransUnion works extensively 
across industry and trade groups  — as well as with 

regulators and customers — in an effort to ensure a high 
level of product compliance with privacy standards. 

TransUnion has a thorough diligence process for mergers, 
acquisitions and investments, and considers privacy 
risk when evaluating potential transactions. We review a 
potential acquisition’s privacy program maturity and its 
compliance with privacy regulations on a global basis, in 
addition to looking at the fairness and transparency of its 
data use and how those uses impact individuals.  

In 2022, we expanded our privacy oversight by investing 
in a new Global Privacy Operations team that sits within 
the product development part of the business. This team 
manages implementation of privacy requirements in our 
products and services, as well as in our operations across 
the enterprise. The team completes privacy assessments, 
develops policies and guidance, and documents data 
processing activities. The team also assists TransUnion 
with considering privacy proactively when building new 
products. The Head of Global Privacy Operations has 
a dotted-line reporting relationship to the Chief Privacy 
Officer. The Global Privacy Operations Team receives 
guidance from members of the Privacy Legal Team  
who continue to serve as subject matter experts on 
regional privacy laws, advise on the implementation of 
new and changed privacy regulations, monitor for changes 
in the privacy regulatory landscape, and serve as an 
escalation point for high privacy risk.
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Third-party risk management  

We regularly work with third-party vendors, suppliers and 
partners. Our Third-Party Risk Management (“TPRM”) 
program sets forth requirements and guidelines for the 
third parties with whom we do business. As part of our 
TPRM program, TransUnion uses an Enterprise Security 
Ratings Platform which gathers terabytes of data from 
security sensors around the world, and provides insights 
concerning potential risks emanating from infected 
machines, improper configuration, poor security hygiene 
and harmful user behavior. TransUnion has performed 
risk management assessments for 100% of our vendors, 
and over 1,600 of our suppliers/third parties have enrolled 
in continuous risk monitoring. Each monitored third-
party company receives a security rating based on their 
externally facing security and the severity, frequency and 
duration of security incidents.

Our information security team is also actively involved in 
vendor and supplier contract management, promoting 
appropriate due diligence and proper data governance.

Cloud security and migration progress

TransUnion is on a multiyear mission to globally modernize 
technology platforms and migrate to the cloud, enabling 
future product delivery and faster innovation while 
continually enhancing our best-in-class security measures 
and operations. Our migration to the cloud will transform 
our operations to better position us for future tech 
modernization and innovation while advancing how  
we enable trust. In 2022, we migrated over 30 core 
applications to the cloud.

Corporate security program 

Physical security is a crucial component of corporate 
security and associate safety. In our most sensitive sites, 
TransUnion employs stringent physical security controls 
limiting access to our facilities, including biometric and 
badge access, and security guards at external entry 
points. In addition, we employ automated mechanisms 
to recognize potential intrusions and initiate designated 
response actions. 

Through the Global Corporate Security Program, 
TransUnion continuously assesses security risks 
confronting our global assets, products and people, 
and works to reduce the security risks to which we 
are exposed. At the same time, we guard against 
complacency and enable each associate to first and 
foremost contribute to their own security. Through this 
work, we develop and maintain a culture that prioritizes 
security as part of our values, and we are unwilling to 
compromise on the safety and security of our associates 
and the data we steward.
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Consumer Protection
Dispute processing

TransUnion takes great pride in responsibly stewarding 
consumer information under our care. At the core of our 
business are data assets that help us connect individuals 
to opportunities. We maintain processes and policies 
designed to protect consumer information and help assure 
maximum possible accuracy. We also safeguard consumer 
information through our fraud prevention solutions, in an 
effort to thwart fraudsters from gaining access to data. 

TransUnion is committed to building systems that assist 
consumers in quickly addressing any errors in their credit 
reports, and working with data furnishers to swiftly resolve 
any inaccurately reported items. TransUnion adheres 
strictly to regulatory guidance and statutory requirements 
by maintaining a rigorous consumer dispute resolution 
process. Our dispute resolution procedures generally 
follow the process below.

Consumer dispute roadmap

Data accuracy is central to our business and we take this 
responsibility seriously. We are committed to ensuring  
the best possible data accuracy every step of the way 
by processing and managing the data responsibly, and 
resolving data conflicts and purported errors. 

Our data quality infrastructure enables us to develop and 
continuously improve our quality assurance processes for 
the data we collect and insights we provide. We maintain 
assurance processes in place to meet evolving regulatory 
and consumer expectations around data stewardship. 

Our data governance policies and procedures help us 
ensure the raw materials we gather are actionable so we 
can create products that correctly reflect consumer data 
identities. Our product development process — for new 
and amended products — includes consideration of the 
consumer perspective as we design solutions. 

1 3 5 72 4 6 8

Consumer 
initiates dispute

Data furnisher 
response checked 
against business 
rules

Maintenance 
performed 
per consumer 
request15 

Consumers are 
contacted with 
investigation 
results 

Dispute entered 
into TU system

Unresolved 
dispute verification 
requests are 
suppressed17

Dispute generation 
request is 
generated16

Furnishers 
contacted as 
appropriate

15	 Where	business	rules	permit,	maintenance	is	performed	to	the	file	immediately	as	requested	by	the	consumer.
16	 Where	investigation	is	required,	a	dispute	verification	request	is	generated	to	the	appropriate	data	furnisher	including	any	relevant	information	provided	by	

the	consumer.
17	 For	dispute	verification	requests	that	do	not	receive	a	response,	maintenance	is	performed	to	suppress	the	item.

Consumer dispute roadmap
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Consumer responsiveness 

We understand when consumers need to address 
concerns about their credit reports, it takes time 
from their daily lives, which can lead to frustration. To 
support consumers, we maintain various avenues of 
communication through which consumers can contact 
our team members, including: 

• Online portal: https://www.transunion.com/customer-
support/contact-us-consumers

• Telephone: 800-916-8800 

• Mail: TransUnion Consumer Solutions, P.O. Box 2000, 
Chester, PA 19016-2000

• Social media: Twitter @AskTU 

Recent enhancements in our complaint response 
communications were recognized by the U.S. Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) in its annual industry 
report. In particular, the CFPB credited TransUnion for 
increased responsiveness to consumers by providing 
more substantive responses to consumer complaints; 
detailing the outcome of consumer complaints within  
our written responses; and reporting greater rates of  
relief to consumers.18

18	 See,	Annual	report	of	credit	and	consumer	reporting	complaints:	An	analysis	of	complaint	responses	by	Equifax,	Experian,	and	TransUnion,	Consumer	Financial	Protection	Bureau	
(January	2023).		

Fraud prevention 
TransUnion continues to bring new innovations that  
help businesses adapt to increases in the volume and 
sophistication of fraud across channels. We developed a 
suite of solutions called TruValidate™ to help companies 
better identify and prevent fraud, quickly verify a consumer’s 
identity to secure trust across online, offline and call center 
channels, and reduce friction in the loan origination or credit 
application process. This helps consumers keep their 
financial histories and statuses intact, and enables 
companies to mitigate losses while expanding business 
opportunities. TruValidate is an integrated suite of identity 
insights, digital insights, omnichannel authentication and 
fraud analytics that works to learn and predict patterns of 
risk to help customers anticipate threats by staying ahead of 
fraudsters. In confirming identity throughout the customer 
lifecycle, TruValidate solutions help improve operational 
effectiveness by reducing manual reviews and false positives, 
automating systems and reducing average call handle times. 
TruValidate solutions also enable companies to verify and 
authenticate the identity of new-to-credit consumers while 
mitigating fraud abuses, such as synthetic identity fraud, 
first-party fraud, SIM swap or account takeover. 

https://www.transunion.com/customer-support/contact-us-consumers
tel: 800-916-8800
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People and DEI

People overview
Our passionate, highly trained associates bring their 
experiences, perspectives and creativity to our teams 
around the world. Behind TransUnion’s information and 
insights are approximately 12,200 knowledgeable and 
dedicated associates in dozens of countries.  

In the sections that follow, we describe the programs and 
resources we made available to our associates throughout 
the year, ensuring they felt heard and supported during this 
time of change. In 2022, we embraced our newly acquired 
associate populations from Neustar and Sontiq, and we 
also began the process of integrating Argus associates, 
further strengthening and reinvigorating our culture.

We believe TransUnion’s culture is one of our strongest 
assets. We value our associates’ health and well-being, as 
well as our collaborative and open work culture. We support 
our associates by providing competitive benefits, meaningful 
work and programs, that enable all our people to develop 
and enhance their skills.    

Diversity, Equity  
& Inclusion
At TransUnion, we believe our collective differences make 
us stronger, more innovative, empathetic and successful. 
At a time when social and racial issues remain firmly at 
the global forefront, we stand united and committed to 
helping create a truly inclusive and equitable environment 
for all. In 2022, TransUnion took several important actions 
to support the inclusion and advancement of all  
our associates.

1 Advanced efforts supporting the CEO Action for Diversity & 
InclusionTM pledge. Through the CEO Action for Racial Equity 
Fellowship, we helped advance public policies and corporate 
engagement strategies addressing systemic racism and social 
injustice — working across the TransUnion network to collaborate 
on work with Government Relations, Corporate Affairs, Marketing 
and other key teams. 

2 Held a CEO Day of Understanding focused on recognizing 
intersectionality within our communities. 

3 Offered a learning workshop about microaggressions to continue 
providing learning opportunities across the organization. 

4 Continued our Women in Leadership program which invites  
high-potential women directors and managers to participate in  
a career development program as part of our commitment to 
gender parity. 

5 Expanded our Connected Leaders Academy program with 
McKinsey & Co. to include cohorts for Black, Hispanic/Latino and 
Asian associates. This program provides opportunities to network 
and develop skills and leadership experience. 

6 Offered a number of programs, including flexible work arrangements, 
paid parental leave and numerous other benefits that enabled 
associates to continue to further their careers while meeting the 
demands of their personal lives.

Together, we:

For additional details regarding our Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 
efforts, please explore our 2022 Diversity Report.

http://www.transunion.com/diversity
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Global diversity strategy 

We have a three-pronged approach to our Diversity, Equity & 
Inclusion strategy consisting of the following: 

Hire: We seek to expand the diversity of our talent pool 
by leveraging our inclusive outreach, recruitment and 
sourcing strategies.  

Develop: We cultivate diverse talent internally through 
development plans and customized programming for 
underrepresented groups. 

Promote: We continue to expand our rigorous pay and 
promotion practices designed to remove bias, including 
ongoing pay equity analysis and compensation review, and 
development opportunities designed to ensure fair and 
equitable treatment of all associates. 

Key regional accomplishments

South Africa

• Hired more than 500 South Africans, 70% of whom 
were women, in the first 17 months (beginning in March 
2021) of TransUnion’s Global Capability Center Africa 

(GCC Africa), a 100% virtual remote working center that 
supports our businesses worldwide.  

• Provided learning programs aimed at addressing youth 
employment and skill gaps in South Africa. In 2022, we 
had 77 participants with 12 hired into the business, and 
75% of participants in the program were women.

• Certified as a Broad-Based Black Economic 
Empowerment (B-BBEE) Level 1 business, recognizing 
our efforts to support South Africa's continuing 
transformation by instilling DEI into our business, driving 
a strong sustainability agenda, and enabling a better 
quality of life for all through our products and services.

United States

• Engaged organizations and professional groups 
with predominantly Black and Hispanic talent for 
recruitment, and expanded our outreach to the  
LGBTQ+ community, veterans, people with disabilities 
and women in technology through conferences, career 
fairs and other networking opportunities. Our efforts 
included maintaining relationships with  
Hispanic-Serving Institutions.  

• Piloted a Military Spouse Fellowship program to drive 
inclusion and career opportunities.  



DEI goal performance

GOAL

Global gender 
parity in our 
senior leadership 
by 2030

Year-over-year increase  
at all levels of management 
(i.e. managers and above) for 
underrepresented groups

2020 30% 10.12%

202119 28% 10.01%

2022 29% 10.16%

2021-22
Y.O.Y 
PROGRESS

 1%  0.15%↑↑
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19	 Declines	in	2021	were	in	part	due	to	the	acquisitions	of	Neustar	and	Sontiq.

India 

• Contributed to TransUnion’s gender parity commitments 
through initiatives, such as referral drives for women 
candidates and a career reboot drive for women returning 
to the workplace.  

• Incorporated strategic measures to hire and welcome 
associates from different backgrounds, identities 
and cultures, including hiring campaigns focused on 
candidates with disabilities.

United Kingdom

• Took several actions to advance inclusion, including 
partnering with Inclusive Companies – a nationally 
recognized membership body across the DEI sector, 
listing all new jobs on a site focused on inclusivity,  
and taking part in National Inclusion Week.

• Achieved gender parity at the executive level in the U.K.

Brazil

• Hosted our first Diversity Summer Festival, featuring 
five weeks of events featuring topics like racism, 
positive masculinity and inclusive communication.

• Continued a Brazilian sign language study group for 
the second year for associates and local volunteers. 
Associates also hosted two awareness events about  
the Deaf community and culture.

Canada

• Supported Indigenous populations by hosting 
associate-led information sessions for National 
Indigenous Day, and through our partnership with 
Chapter One where our associates provided reading 
support to 10 indigenous students across 3 schools. 
Volunteers provided 126 reading sessions and  
55 total hours of reading support. 

Measuring progress 

In 2019, we announced commitments to strive toward 
gender and racial equity. Specifically, we committed to:

1. Reaching global gender parity in our senior leadership 
by 2030

2. Achieving a year-over-year increase at all levels of 
management for underrepresented groups

We are determined to meet these goals to ensure our 
workforce is equitable, and we recognize our year-over-
year progress will not always be straightforward. In 2022, 
we saw significant changes to the composition of our 
workforce as our company expanded through acquisitions 
and organic growth. We anticipated this shift in our 
associate community, and we remain committed to 
mobilizing the necessary resources to ensure DEI remains 
a business priority. We believe we are on track for  
long-term, sustainable change. In the table below,  
we discuss our progress against DEI targets further.



GLOBAL 
REPRESENTATION OF 
WOMEN20 BY LEVEL 202021 2021 2022

Senior leaders22 30% 28% 29%

Directors 33% 30% 29%

Managers 36% 32% 34%

Admin. and professionals 43% 43% 43%

All associates 40% 39% 40%

GLOBAL 
REPRESENTATION OF 
WOMEN20 BY REGION 2020 2021 2022

Africa 54% 60% 64%

Asia Pacific 48% 47% 44%

Canada 49% 45% 50%

Europe 38% 37% 39%

India 28% 29% 30%

LATAM 45% 43% 43%

United States 42% 40% 40%
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TransUnion’s global gender representation varies by 
region. We are encouraged by growth in Africa and 
Canada, and relative stability in other regions. As we 
continue to integrate our most recent acquisitions, we will 
press forward and continue to make gender inclusion at 
all levels a high priority. In each region, we have plans to 
help support our female associates and set enterprise 
commitments while remaining cognizant of cultural 
differences in the many places where we operate. 

20	 Gender	data	is	based	on	the	global	workforce,	which	is	consistent	with	our	Equal	Employment	Opportunity	(“EEO”)	reporting.	In	2021,	TransUnion	introduced	the	option	for	associates	
to	identify	as	non-binary	for	U.S.	associates.	The	number	of	associates	who	chose	to	identify	as	non-binary	is	not	reflected	in	the	gender	representation	numbers	reported	herein.	 
This	metric	excludes	associates	who	do	not	have	a	binary	gender	on	record	(0.5%).	For	more	information	on	our	associate	demographics,	please	refer	to	our	SASB	index.	

21	 Due	to	occasional	internal	data	adjustments,	the	demographic	metrics	provided	for	2020	may	slightly	differ	from	what	was	presented	in	our	2021	Sustainability	Report.	
22	 We	define	‘Senior	Leaders’	as	VP	and	above	roles;	‘Directors’	encompass	Director,	Sr.	Director,	Principal,	Sr.	Principal	and	Sales	VP	level	roles;	‘Managers’	are	defined	as	Manager,	

Sr.	Manager,	Sales	Manager,	Advisor	and	Sr.	Advisor	level	roles;	and	‘Admin	and	Professionals’	make	up	the	rest	of	our	associate	population.	

Current global gender representation

In 2019, TransUnion was a founding signatory to The 
Chicago Network’s Equity Pledge in which we committed 
to strive for gender parity in senior leadership by 2030. 
The charts below reflect TransUnion’s representation of 
women at each professional level and across regions. 
While our recent acquisitions have reduced the percentage 
of women in VP+ roles, we remain committed to our 2030 
target and look forward to continuing to implement our 
DEI strategy with our new colleagues.  

The flexible work arrangements, development 
opportunities and network of Women @ TU chapters, 
including our allies, provide strong support to the women  
in our workforce.  

SUPPORTING WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY

Women of Global Technology is a community within TU’s  
Global Technology (GT) organization that empowers women  
by providing opportunities to learn new technology skills, lead  
and network across the globe. Women of GT is focused 
on driving inclusion and helping women with personal and 
professional support.



Solutions
Our products leverage alternative data to
include unrepresented communities

Thought leadership
Our research and advocacy efforts leverage
our data to highlight obstacles to inclusion

Customers
Our customer demand for inclusive solutions and
partners drives product development and innovation

Philanthropy
Our charitable giving and volunteering
interconnects our corporate inclusion purpose

Talent
Our DEI programs develop our talent
equitably to create products for the future

Senior leaders

Directors
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64% 
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2%

3%

2%

51% 3%

OtherHispanic BlackWhite Asian

How we identified in 202224,25,26
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Below is a percentage breakdown of our 2022 U.S. 
workforce by level and corresponding race/ethnicity 
demographics.

23	 Our	current	diversity	commitment	related	to	underrepresented	groups	focuses	on	the	U.S.	Black	and	Hispanic	populations	because	we	believe	we	have	the	greatest	opportunity	
for	improvement	in	these	categories	in	our	U.S.	associate	population.	Here,	we	provide	a	more	detailed	breakdown	by	job	level	and	geography.	

24	 We	define	‘Senior	Leaders’	as	VP	and	above	roles;	‘Directors’	encompass	Director,	Sr.	Director,	Principal,	Sr.	Principal	and	Sales	VP	level	roles;	‘Managers’	are	defined	as	Manager,	
Sr.	Manager,	Sales	Manager,	Advisor	and	Sr.	Advisor	level	roles;	and	‘Admin	and	Professionals’	make	up	the	rest	of	our	associate	population.

25	 ‘Other’	encompasses	the	following	associate	demographics:	American	Indian	or	Alaska	Native,	Native	Hawaiian	or	Other	Pacific	Islanders,	and	Two	or	More	Races.
26	 Category	percentages	may	not	sum	to	100%	due	to	rounding.

U.S. REPRESENTATION 
OF UNDERREPRESENTED 
GROUPS BY LEVEL 2020 2021 2022

Senior leaders 9% 9% 8%

Directors 10% 8% 9%

Managers 10% 11% 11%

Admin. and professionals 22% 22% 22%

All associates 17% 16% 16%

Current U.S. race and ethnicity representation

TransUnion maintains an overall commitment to support 
underrepresented groups23 in the U.S. across all levels of 
management (i.e., manager and above). As a first step, 
we are focusing on the director and above associate 
population to drive progress toward our targets. Our 
approach to supporting underrepresented groups across 
management in director and above roles is consistent with 
the DEI objectives we discussed previously in relation to 
executive compensation.  

Our U.S. underrepresented associate demographic 
reporting is consistent with U.S. EEO guidelines. We are 
committed to striving for year-over-year increases of 
underrepresented groups at all levels of management, and 
our progress is illustrated in the chart above. We recognize 
work remains to continue to create opportunities across 
all levels of management.  

Throughout our report, we reaffirm our commitment to global 
diversity in general and to all U.S. underrepresented groups.
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Pay equity

TransUnion strives to provide associates with benefits and 
compensation that are fair and equitable, irrespective of 
gender identity/expression, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation 
or similar legally protected personal characteristics. 
Our compensation team conducts periodic pay reviews 
and engages an external consultant to review the results. 
These reviews are designed to ensure fair compensation 
for all our associates — across several variables, including 
but not limited to race, ethnicity and gender. We will 
continue to monitor associate compensation and  
will address any meaningful pay disparities that may  
be identified.   

Equity focused task forces

We continue to work toward improving representation 
and opportunities across all underrepresented groups. 
To help focus our efforts, we formed two working groups 
dedicated to creating meaningful progress toward gender 
and racial equity, respectively. 

We refreshed our Gender Equity Steering Committee  
and Racial Equity Task Force in 2022 — following our 
company's growth. Both groups include executive 
sponsorship from our C-Suite leaders, and their work will 
remain focused on driving an inclusive, equitable and fair 
working environment for all associates. 

Our Gender Equity Steering Committee — sponsored by our 
Chief Human Resource Officer, Chief Financial Officer and 
Chief Legal Officer — is driving our work to achieve gender 
parity at the VP and above levels by 2030. The Gender Equity 

Steering Committee will continue to expand programming 
to support women in the organization, such as the women’s 
leadership program; benchmarking assessments of current 
gender distribution across TransUnion’s operations; and 
expanded programming to address the unique challenges 
women face in growing their careers.

Our Racial Equity Task Force — sponsored by our 
Chief Sustainability Officer, U.S. Markets - President, 
Chief Strategy and Communications Officer and Chief 
Operations Officer — is focused on promoting our values 
inside and outside of TransUnion. This effort looks to expand 
inclusive experiences and development opportunities, 
align our philanthropic program with commitments to 
racial equity, and review how we develop data solutions.

Associate networking resource groups

Our associate Networking Resource Groups (“NRGs”) help 
foster a sense of inclusion and understanding amongst 
different cultures, ethnicities, races, gender identities, 
sexualities, generations and lifestyle communities. 
Across TransUnion globally, we maintain 10 NRGs for our 
associates, including the Diversity & Inclusion Forum; 
African-Diaspora Alliance; Pan-Asian Connect; FUTURO 
(Hispanic/Latino group); Green @ TU (environmental 
group); TuneUp (upcoming professionals); Peace of Mind; 
Pride @ TU (LGBTQ+ group); Veterans Alliance; and 
Women @ TU27. These groups hosted more than 15 
company-wide sessions in 2022, promoting education and 
awareness on topics like intersectionality, microaggressions 
and generational perspectives. Our NRGs also provided 
special programming for Black History Month, Women’s 
History Month, Hispanic Heritage Month and Pride Month. 

27	 In	2023,	TransUnion	launched	a	new	NRG	dedicated	to	caregivers,	and	we	will	disclose	more	information	about	this	group	in	next	year's	sustainability	report.
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Benefits
We believe every person can make a unique and positive 
contribution to our culture when they are empowered 
to bring their true selves to work each day. Our benefit 
program is designed to provide all associates with a safe 
and supportive work environment, and a fair and equitable 
employment experience. We strive to ensure each 
associate has benefits available that meet them in any  
life circumstance, including:

Health and wellness → Comprehensive healthcare for associates, their spouses/domestic partners and families 

→ Travel expense reimbursement for covered services when no in-network provider is available 
within 100 miles of associate’s home 

→ Access to virtual physical and mental health medical professionals, in addition to in-person 
options

→ Coverage for gender confirmation treatments and procedures

→ Dependent Care FSA associate match28 

Compensation → Retirement contributions, including 401(k) employer match in the U.S. 

→ Employee Stock Purchase Plan 

→ Transit Reimbursement Program29 

→ Perks Discount Program29  

→ Fair and competitive market offers, independent of candidate’s compensation history30

Family  → Paid parental leave — up to 10 weeks for all new parents plus a 4-week gradual return-to-work 
schedule (effective Jan. 1, 2023) in the U.S.

→ Support for family planning, including adoption assistance and infertility coverage 

→ Flexible and remote work arrangements 

→ Care@Work program for additional support taking care of loved ones29 

Education → Tuition reimbursement  

→ Broad range of learning and development resources

Time off → Flexible Time Off for salaried associates  

→ Paid Time Off for hourly associates  

→ Volunteer Day Off 

→ Global Days of Wellness 

28	 Benefit	provided	to	U.S.	associates	making	$100K	or	less	annually.	
29	 Benefits	limited	or	not	provided	outside	the	U.S.
30	 To	ensure	we	provide	fair	and	competitive	market	offers,	we	focus	on	candidate	compensation	expectations	rather	than	candidate	compensation	history.	
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Flex work schedule → TransUnion maintains multiple flexible work arrangement programs that allow associates 
opportunities to successfully perform their job functions globally.

→ In 2023, TransUnion will begin migrating to a hybrid work environment where we come together 
for moments that matter.

Protection  → Disability and life insurance 

→ Legal benefits 

→ Pet insurance 

To improve healthcare accessibility for associates,  
in 2022, we reduced the waiting period for new hires  
to immediate healthcare eligibility access, and extended 
the benefits to the end of the month for terminations. 
Similarly our 401(k) retirement contributions and employer 
match no longer require a waiting period for eligibility.  
We also increased our income protection coverage for 
associates, including basic life insurance, accidental  
death and dismemberment, and spousal/partner life 
insurance coverage. 
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Employee wellness
During 2022, we continued to build upon our existing 
wellness offerings and provide associates with flexibility 
to balance the demands of different aspects of their 
lives. Our approach provides TransUnion a competitive 
advantage when recruiting new personnel as candidates 
seek a workplace that cares for them individually.

Total You

Total You, TransUnion’s Global Health and Wellness program, 
is focused on a holistic, healthy lifestyle to positively impact 
associate productivity, engagement and performance. This 
year’s focus was on mental health advocacy, burnout and 
emotional intelligence. All sessions reinforced the Total You 
pillar of “Insight,” teaching our associates and leaders to use 
detached awareness with no judgment in order to see what is 
working, and what is not, and make changes accordingly.

Our dedicated program manager leverages various channels 
of engagement, including: our Total You wellness website, 
one-on-one coaching sessions, group learning sessions, 
dedicated Teams channels, weekly virtual classes and joint 
sessions with our Networking Resource Groups. In 2022, 
we delivered more than 40 tailored associate health and 
wellness sessions reaching over 1,000 associates. 
Some topics addressed by our Total You program include 
resiliency and burnout, mindfulness, purpose and self-care. 

Promoting well-being

Given the cost of living crisis in the U.K., the Total You 
committee arranged a month of financial well-being 
activities to support colleagues. A series of webinars  
from industry experts took place covering a range of 
subjects, including financial future planning and ways to 
create immediate cost savings. In May, TransUnion also 
celebrated a day to focus on well-being in the U.K. and 
Lithuania. It marked the end of Challenge90 where over  
a number of months colleagues joined forces with Leeds 
United Football Club and Yorkshire Cancer Research to 
complete 90 minutes of exercise every week to reduce 
cancer risk. In Leeds, colleagues had the chance to play 
football on the famous Leeds United Elland Road pitch, 
while others enjoyed yoga sessions and boxing classes.  
In Lithuania, associates attended a nutrition seminar  
and took part in activities like kayaking, cycling and 
outdoor games.

Our Hong Kong region committed to the mental health  
of its associates by signing a pledge with the Labour 
Department in Hong Kong to be a Mental Health Friendly 
Supreme Organization. As part of this initiative we offered 
associates: in-office massage, laughter yoga sessions,  
“Chill Friday” (early release at 3 p.m.) and hybrid-work 
arrangements, and monthly ‘Power Break’ virtual lunch  
& learn sessions on well-being.
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The future of work requires all our associates to learn 
new skills and behaviors. At TransUnion, we believe in 
continuous learning and a “learn, practice and apply” 
approach. This learning happens in real world application 
through meaningful experiences, projects, formal learning, 
peer learning and collaboration.

Employee engagement

This year, 79% of TransUnion’s population completed our 
Global Associate Engagement Survey, and their responses 
provided us broad insights into our associates' experience 
working at TransUnion. The survey provided a platform 
for associates to express their views on a broad variety of 
topics that go to the heart of our organization. It gave us a 
sense of the things that are going well – and that we need 
to preserve – as well as a sense of the areas of highest 
concern that require our focus. Our associates reported 
feeling proud to work for TransUnion (87%), having 
confidence TransUnion has a successful future (88%)  
and feeling like they belong (81%).  

The survey also provided opportunities for improvement, 
and managers have been working with their teams on 
action plans to address associate feedback and sustain 
team engagement. We value continuous improvement and 
are committed to using the insight gained from this survey 
to preserve what our people love about TransUnion and take 
action on the priorities shared.

Employee development 
In 2022, we evolved our approach to Performance 
Development, which enables our company to continue to 
support flexibility around our in-person and virtual working 
environments — while ensuring we deliver on our business 
goals, support our community and grow our talent.

Our new Performance Development approach is designed 
to support: 

• Flexible work and impact focus for both in-person 
and virtual

• Learning and professional development

• Accountability and leadership

• Inclusivity and belonging

Performance development allows the focus on what was 
accomplished (clear expectations and accountability) 
and what can be achieved (ongoing feedback, coaching 
and opportunities to learn and grow). We also introduced 
performance evaluation descriptors to allow our people to 
focus on giving meaningful and valuable feedback. More 
formally, managers meet with associates twice a year to 
provide performance feedback and coach them on ways 
to improve. However, we encourage year-round dialogue 
to provide real-time feedback for associates. We want 
everyone to thrive at TransUnion and have processes and 
resources in place to help our associates grow. 

We provide support for learning and growth to our 
associates through a variety of channels, including:  

• Learning and development programs, both self-led 
and sponsored

• Coaching and feedback

• Stretch projects 

• In-house career coach

• Career planning resources

• Continuing legal education (for U.S. attorneys only)
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GoodWorks@TU 
TransUnion’s Good Works program creates stronger 
communities. Through Good Works, we take a stand for 
three important areas that are relevant to our business: 
economic inclusion, knowledge and online safety. 
Our teams organize group volunteer efforts, including a 
dedicated month of service every April, and many of our 
associates commit their personal time to a variety of 
endeavors. In 2022, associates recorded 3,371 volunteer 
hours. Just a few of the ways we supported our 
communities were:

• TransUnion proudly supports Credit Abuse Resistance 
Education (CARE), a U.S. non-profit organization providing 
students and young adults with the skills they need to 
make smart financial decisions. CARE is a volunteer-
driven organization with a network of expert volunteers 
in chapters across the country who give free educational 
presentations in high schools, colleges and community 
youth organizations. Our associates actively support 
CARE by volunteering to present to students on a variety 
of topics, including credit cards, credit scores, student 
loans, savings, identity theft and budgeting. TransUnion 
represents nearly half the Chicago chapter’s contributions 
in terms of unique volunteers and presentation hours 
delivered. To date in the 2022—2023 academic year, we 
have made 115 presentations in 40 venues, reaching 
over 2,900 students and young adults.

• TransUnion serves as a credit partner for Junior 
Achievement Finance Park in Atlanta, an immersive 
experience focused on building financial health and 
well-being for students — a majority of whom are  
from underrepresented populations. 

• In Hong Kong, associates volunteered with Caritas, 
educating social workers who have clients experiencing 
financial hardships. This includes how their clients can 
build credit and practice good overall financial health.

Communities

COMMUNITY 
OUTREACH DATA

2020 2021 2022

Associate time 
volunteered (hours)31

6,240 4,742 3,371

In addition to their time, our associates also gave financially 
to a number of causes in 2022. Through our matching gift 
program, we match up to $2,000 per year for each associate 
donation made to 501(c)(3) organizations in the U.S. and 
registered charities in Canada. In 2022, we matched 
$503,748 in associate non-profit donations.

31	 TransUnion	offers	all	U.S.-based	associates	with	a	volunteer	day	each	year	to	donate	time	outside	the	office	to	a	cause	that	matters	to	them.
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TransUnion also maintains a corporate charitable giving 
program focused on giving to the areas where we are able 
to create the most meaningful impact.

Our overall giving in 2022 was reduced from the prior 
year, given the impact COVID-19 support had on our 
2021 donations. 

Financial inclusion We are long time partners of Credit Builders Alliance, working together to help borrowers with poor or no credit 
build positive credit histories. We do this by providing credit reports at a discounted rate; offering scholarship funds 
to help onboard new members and increase access to training opportunities; and onboarding more members as 
data furnishers. In 2022, CBA on-boarded more than 30 new data furnishers, representing 11,000 new tradelines 
for consumers. Additionally, 97% of small-dollar loans from TransUnion donations to CBA Fund supported Black 
consumers. The loans provided an opportunity for the involved consumers to gain access to financial opportunities 
while building credit through loan repayment.

Education TransUnion partnered with the nonprofit We All Code to expand access to STEM education for youth in Chicago. In the 
2021—2022 school year, we funded 5 coding cohorts for up to 50 high school students. These programs focus on girls, 
youth of color, and students from Chicago’s South and West Sides considering post-secondary careers in STEM fields.

Online safety In alignment with our belief in using Information for Good®, TransUnion supports the Child Rescue Coalition,  
a non-profit organization that rescues children from sexual abuse. Our engagement includes corporate donations  
and associate volunteering, as well as office space in one of our buildings.

Racial equity TransUnion focuses a portion of our donations on causes related to racial equity. In 2022, we supported several causes 
that link our focus on financial inclusion with underrepresented communities who are most in need. We donated more 
than $700,000 to organizations, including the Black Trans Advocacy Coalition, Genesys Works, Goalsetter Foundation, 
HomeFree-USA and MoCaFi.

Special causes We donated $287,000 to the global Red Cross Red Crescent Network to provide humanitarian relief to people affected by 
the conflict in Ukraine. 

COMMUNITY 
OUTREACH DATA

2020 2021 2022

Total corporate giving 
(USD)32

$2M $4.9M $3.1M

32	 Total	corporate	giving	numbers	are	approximate	and	include	gift	matching.
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Pro-bono volunteering 
Our dedicated Pro-Bono Committee seeks to connect 
our legal and compliance associates to volunteering 
opportunities. In 2022, we had the most pro bono activity 
since the program started. Our associates participated in 
several meaningful programs this year:

• Helped individuals from Ukraine apply for Temporary 
Protected Status and work authorization

• Together with Equip for Equality, helped parents of 
children with disabilities navigate the educational system

• Assisted transgender individuals with legal name and 
gender marker changes 

• Assisted small business owners through the New York 
City Bar Justice Center’s Neighborhood Entrepreneur 
Law Project’s small business legal clinic  

• Assisted seniors with preparing power of attorney and 
living will documentation

33	 Diverse	suppliers	are	defined	as	minority-owned,	woman-owned,	LGBT-owned,	veteran-owned,	or	disabled-owned.

Supply chain management 
TransUnion recognizes the importance of having a robust 
and responsible supply chain, including supplier diversity 
initiatives. We have established partnerships with the 
National Minority Supplier Development Council, Women’s 
Business Enterprise National Council, National LGBT 
Chamber of Commerce, National Veterans Business 
Development Council and Disability:IN — non-profit 
organizations which certify and advocate for the inclusion 
of diverse-owned businesses in corporate supply chains. 
Our Procurement team has committed for each 
competitive sourcing opportunity, it will search for 
qualified, diverse suppliers to compete for TransUnion’s 
business. We perform a recurring review of our sourcing 
opportunity pipeline, verify the certification status of our 
suppliers annually and review our progress internally on a 
quarterly basis. In 2022, spend with diverse suppliers33 

and small businesses was $45 million. 

This year our Procurement team implemented a scorecard 
matrix for vendor performance management with our 
most strategic suppliers. Included in this tool are several 
categories of criteria by which we evaluate potential and 
existing suppliers: Engagement, Operational Efficiency, 
Security & Governance, Contract Management and ESG. 
Specific to sustainability, we assess our counterparties’ 
supplier diversity reporting and commitments, 
environmental innovation and risk scores.



TransUnion 
climate targets

Net zero Scope 1 & 2 emissions by 2025

30% reduction in Scope 3 emissions from leased real estate by 2030 (Baseline: 2019 GHG emissions)

1

2

LANDSCAPE BENCHMARK 

· Review environmental
standards and competitive 
landscape

REPORT PROGRESS 

· Review and report progress
against targets in accordance   
with ESG frameworks

IDENTIFY RENEWABLES & 
EFFICIENCIES

· Proactively engage owners of
leased buildings

· Capture business effiencies 
in reductions

PURCHASE OFFSETS

· Secure RECs to cover Scope 2 
emissions and offsets to cover Scope 
3 emissions from leased real estate, 
with a focus on attributes from 
renewable energy projects

SURVEY IMPACT 

· Track buildings impact
on global portfolio

CLIMATE TARGETS

· Periodic goal assessment
· Review target against progress

Climate Strategy
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Climate change strategy
Climate change continues to be a key issue for  
companies worldwide. In 2021, in partnership with an 
external consultant, we completed a survey of our 
greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions and designed climate 
change commitments. We set two climate change targets 
in 2021: reaching operational net zero Scope 1 and Scope 2 
GHG emissions by 2025; and 30 percent reductions on 
leased real estate Scope 3 emissions by 2030, using 2019 
as a baseline. Currently, we consider our Scope 2 GHG 
emissions to be those indirect emissions from our owned 
real estate facilities. Our plan for achieving these reduction 
targets is to utilize renewable energy purchases, an 

environmentally-friendly cloud migration, and our  
real estate consolidation strategy.

While we continue to work on our emissions reduction, 
we are purchasing Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) and 
carbon offsets to mitigate our impact and support the 
clean energy transition in select regions. We completed 
our first purchase of RECs in October 2022 to mitigate our 
Scope 2 emissions. In November 2022, we also purchased 
verified carbon offsets to mitigate our Scope 3 emissions 
from leased real estate. These Scope 3 offsets support a 
wind power project in India, a region where we have 
significant operations and impact. The India offset project 
supports UN SDGs 7 – Affordable and Clean Energy;  
8 – Decent Work and Economic Growth; 9 – Industry, 
Innovation and Infrastructure; and 13 – Climate Action.   

Climate 
and Energy

34	 All	our	climate	change	targets	use	a	2019	baseline,	as	that	was	the	last	year	before	our	operations	were	impacted	by	the	COVID-19	pandemic.



TrendBaseline

Scope 2 emissions

Total Emissions

Scope 2 emissions remaining

Solutions
Our products leverage alternative data to
include unrepresented communities

Thought leadership
Our research and advocacy efforts leverage
our data to highlight obstacles to inclusion

Customers
Our customer demand for inclusive solutions and
partners drives product development and innovation

Philanthropy
Our charitable giving and volunteering
interconnects our corporate inclusion purpose

Talent
Our DEI programs develop our talent
equitably to create products for the future

16,689

-34%

6,445

2019

2019

14,976

5,218

2020

2020

15,233

10,985 5,415

3838

2021

2021

2022

2022

Total GHG Emissions (MT CO2e)37
Scope 2 GHG Emissions (MT CO2e)
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Operational net zero 
commitment 
In our first complete year with climate targets in place,  
we laid the groundwork to meet the goals we set. Among 
the advancements we made, we eliminated our Scope 1 
emissions by divesting real estate assets.36 Our Scope 2 
emissions saw a slight increase, as the most significant 
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic began to ease and 
TransUnion's associates began returning to the office.  
We also neutralized most of our our Scope 2 emissions 
impact by procuring RECs.

Due to limitations of GHG inventory reporting, when 
completing our annual RECs purchase, we estimated 
Q4-2022 based on our Q4-2021 performance. We plan on 
purchasing the difference between our current 2022 RECs 
purchase and our complete Scope 2 for 2022 in 2023. 

 
 
 
 

Our commitment to operational net zero extends beyond 
REC purchases. We also seek to secure a bundled energy 
contract to cover our Scope 2 emissions, which can add 
new renewable energy to the electric grid. 
 

Scope 3, 30% reduction
In 2021, we set a Scope 3, 30% reduction target on  
leased real estate because office space and data centers 
are seen as significant contributors to climate change in 
our industry. We would have reduced Scope 3 emissions 
23% from our 2019 baseline, but for, our acquisitions of 
multiple companies.   

Climate target 
performance
To calculate our Total GHG Emissions, TransUnion 
followed the principles outlined in the market-based 
methodology of Greenhouse Gas Protocol for Scope 1, 
Scope 2 and Scope 3 emissions.35 Scope 2 emissions 
covers our owned buildings, as distinct from our leased 
properties; however, our approach to measuring, 
assessing and categorizing our GHG emissions may shift 
in the future. Our calculation of Scope 3 emissions is 
currently limited to our leased real estate footprint and the 
data servers operated therein. For leased buildings for 
which we were unable to obtain information, we leveraged 
the Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey and 
estimated our emissions according to our attributable 
square foot building usage.

TransUnion continues to make strides in reducing its total 
GHG emissions, which are reflected in its total reductions. 
From 2019 to 2022, TransUnion made steady GHG 
emissions reductions by consolidating its real estate  
and purchasing renewable energy, which are captured  
in our reductions. In addition, in 2022 TransUnion 
purchased RECs for the first time and incorporated 
this purchase to its portfolio impact, in alignment with 
Greenhouse Gas Protocol. In the sections that follow,  
we discuss a breakdown of the performance of our 
targets. For additional detail on our climate performance, 
please review our TCFD appendix.

35	 Our	GHG	emission	calculations	do	not	include	Argus,	but	reflect	all	other	acquisitions	and	divestitures.	
36	 Common	sources	of	Scope	1	emissions	include	burning	fossil	fuels	on	site	or	a	vehicle	fleet.	TransUnion’s	current	owned	real	estate	portfolio	does	not	include	facilities	 

burning	fossil	fuels	on	site.	In	addition,	TransUnion	does	not	own	a	vehicle	fleet.		
37			In	2022,	we	adjusted	our	GHG	emissions	accounting	methodology	to	reflect		TransUnion's	Neustar	and	Sontiq	acquisitions	as	well	as	updated	information	related	to	 

commercial	real	estate,	utility,	and	grid	emissions	and	energy	consumption.
38		Our	total	2022	Scope	2	emissions	were	5,791	MT	CO2e.	In	Q4-2022,	we	decided	to	purchase	RECs	in	the	amount	of	17,400	MWh	of	energy,	covering	the	bulk	of	our	 

	Scope	2	emissions.	We	will	be	purchasing	additional	RECs	to	cover	our	outstanding	38	MT	CO2e	in	2023.



Acquisition Impact on Scope 3 Emissions (MT CO2e)39

Consolidated TransUnion Scope 3

Legacy TransUnion Scope 3

Solutions
Our products leverage alternative data to
include unrepresented communities

Thought leadership
Our research and advocacy efforts leverage
our data to highlight obstacles to inclusion

Customers
Our customer demand for inclusive solutions and
partners drives product development and innovation

Philanthropy
Our charitable giving and volunteering
interconnects our corporate inclusion purpose

Talent
Our DEI programs develop our talent
equitably to create products for the future

10,242

2019 2020 2021 2022

9,563 7,603
7,138 7,356

9,756 9,818
10,947
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Neustar and Sontiq increased their Scope 3 real estate 
portfolio by 429% for the 2019–2022 period. Our 
consolidated Scope 3 emissions show a moderate 

GHG EMISSIONS INTENSITY40 2020 2021 2022

MT CO2e/millions in revenue 5.92 5.15 2.92

increase of 7% over the same time period. We plan on 
leveraging our Scope 3 emissions reduction approach — 
consolidating real estate, purchasing renewable energy  
and migrating to the cloud — with our recently acquired 
businesses to continue lowering emissions.

Carbon intensity
Carbon intensity, the carbon dioxide-equivalent GHG 
emissions relative to a particular corporate attribute, helps 
contextualize TransUnion’s emissions relative to its size. 

39	 Scope	3	emissions	discussed	are	metric	tons	of	carbon	dioxide	equivalent	(MT	CO2e).	
40	 TransUnion	calculated	the	intensity	of	its	GHG	emissions	by	dividing	total	attributable	GHG	emissions	by	annual	revenue	for	that	given	year.	
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Next Steps 
in 2023
We made significant strides toward advancing 
sustainability at TransUnion throughout 2022 — but we still 
have more to do. In 2023, we plan to continue enhancing 
our racial and gender equity initiatives, expanding reporting 
and continuing to globalize our program. In addition, we 
intend to continue to make progress against our climate 
change targets and finalize our climate risk assessment.   
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Sustainability Accounting 
Standards Board (SASB)
This report marks the second year TransUnion has reported 
in alignment with the Sustainability Accounting Standards 
Board (SASB) standards — with the purpose of providing 

TOPIC ACCOUNTING METRIC 2022 2021 2020 CODE

Data security Percentage of breaches involving 
personally identifiable information 

Except as a matter of public record, TransUnion does not 
disclose this information. 

SV-PS 230a.1

Number of users affected by breach SV-PS 230a.2 

Description of approach to identifying and addressing data security risks, including use of 
third party cybersecurity standards 

SV-PS-230a.3

TransUnion’s Global Information Security Department (GISD) is overseen by our Chief 
Information Security Officer and operates across all our business units and locations to 
reduce the impact and likelihood of potential malicious activity. Our information security 
program (which is fundamentally based on ISO\ IEC 27001:2013) includes a global-level 
Information Security Department that develops TransUnion's security policies, standards 
and procedures. This includes the implementation of, and measures to maintain, reasonable 
and appropriate administrative, technical and physical security safeguards to: (a) protect 
the security and confidentiality of non-public personal information that TransUnion receives 
and is obligated to maintain in confidence; (b) protect against anticipated threats or hazards 
to the security or integrity of such non-public personal information; and (c) protect against 
unauthorized access or use of such non-public personal information that could result in 
substantial harm or inconvenience to any consumer. 

Table 1. Sustainability disclosure topics and accounting metrics

Appendix

environmental, social and governance information to our 
stakeholders. The information below provides content 
aligned with the Professional & Commercial Services 
SASB standard. Unless expressly stated otherwise, all data 
disclosed covers the global organization and full calendar 
year through December 31, 2022. 
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TOPIC ACCOUNTING METRIC 2022 2021 2020 CODE

Workforce diversity 
and engagement 

Percentage of gender, racial/ethnic group representation for senior leaders 
(VP level and above) and overall associate population41,42

SV-PS- 330a.1

Men Sr. Leaders 71% 72% 70%

Men 60% 61% 60%

Women Sr. Leaders 29% 28% 30%

Women 40% 39% 40%

White Sr. Leaders 77% 77% 79%

White 58% 61% 60%

Asian Sr. Leaders  13% 12% 10%

Asian  23% 21% 20%

Black Sr. Leaders 4% 4% 3%

Black 8% 9% 9%

Hispanic Sr. Leaders  4% 5% 6%

Hispanic  8% 7% 8%

Other Race/Ethnicity Sr. Leaders  2% 1% 2%

Other Race/Ethnicity 2% 2% 2%

Voluntary and involuntary turnover rate for associates43 SV-PS-330a.2

Voluntary turnover rate 15.6% 16.4% 8.4%

Involuntary turnover rate 1.9% 3.8% 3.2%

Associate engagement as a 
percentage44

82% 88% N/A SV-PS-330a.3

41	 Racial/ethnic	category	percentages	may	not	sum	to	100%	due	to	rounding.	
42	 TransUnion	reports	racial/ethnic	diversity	performance	using	only	U.S.	demographic	information	and	excludes	any	associates	who	did	not	disclose	(6%).	Gender	data	is	based	on	

the	global	workforce,	which	is	consistent	with	our	Equal	Employment	Opportunity	(“EEO”)	reporting	and	excludes	associates	who	do	not	have	a	binary	gender	on	record	(0.5%).	
‘Sr.	Leaders’	includes	anyone	at	a	Vice	President	level	and	above.	‘Other’	encompasses	the	following	associate	demographics:	American	Indian	or	Alaska	Native,	Native	Hawaiian	
or	Other	Pacific	Islanders,	and	those	associates	who	disclosed	two	or	more	categories.

43	 TransUnion	uses	global	workforce	information	when	reporting	turnover	rate.
44		Between	2019	and	2022,	TransUnion	conducted	a	number	of	pulse	and	engagement	surveys	to	connect	with	associates	on	the	issues	most	important	to	them.	In	April	2022,	 

we	assessed	overall	associate	engagement	where	79%	of	our	associates	responded	and	the	overall	engagement	score	was	82%.
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TOPIC ACCOUNTING METRIC 2022 2021 2020 CODE

Business ethics Description of approach to ensuring professional integrity SV-PS-510a.1

In support of our ethical business and compliance practices, we have a Code of Business 
Conduct all associates accept when they join TransUnion and reaffirm on an annual basis. 
The Code addresses TransUnion’s guidance and expectations with respect to topics, such as 
data privacy; anti-corruption; fair dealing; conflicts of interest; accuracy in communications 
and record-keeping; human and labor rights; diversity and inclusion; and community 
responsibility. It is publicly available for review. As part of our commitment to ethical behavior, 
we offer a number of ways for associates to report concerns, including violations of the 
Code or TransUnion policies. We maintain a 24/7 ethics hotline for associates, affiliated 
companies and the general public to report any suspected illegal, unethical or unsafe business 
conduct in a safe, secure and anonymous manner. Additionally, associates may report any 
concerns directly to their managers, human resources representatives, a member of the legal 
department, or a Code of Conduct Officer. They may also utilize TransUnion’s online “Speak 
Up” program.

Total amount of monetary losses 
as a result of legal proceedings 
associated with professional 
integrity45

$0

ACTIVITY METRIC46 2022 2021 202047 CODE

Number of associates 12,348 10,307 8,153

SV-PS-000.A

Full-time associates 12,094 10,142 8,047
Part-time associates 97 77 77
Temporary associates 157 88 29

45	 TransUnion	has	not	paid	out	monetary	losses	as	a	result	of	legal	proceedings	associated	with	professional	integrity;	TransUnion	does	not	include	settlements	within	its	definition	of	
legal	proceedings	for	SASB	reporting	purposes.

46	 TransUnion	uses	global	workforce	information	when	reporting	the	activity	metrics	above.	‘Temporary	associates’	reflects	our	intern	population.	We	have	excluded	contract	associate	
data	under	SV-PS-000.A	and	have	not	disclosed	SV-PS-000.B	as	this	data	is	not	available	at	this	time.

47	 Due	to	occasional	internal	data	adjustments,	the	associate	metrics	provided	for	2020	may	slightly	differ	from	what	was	presented	in	our	2021	Sustainability	Report..

https://investors.transunion.com/~/media/Files/T/Transunion-IR/governance-documents/code-of-business-conduct-en.pdf
https://investors.transunion.com/~/media/Files/T/Transunion-IR/governance-documents/code-of-business-conduct-en.pdf
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TCFD recommendations
In 2021, TransUnion issued its first TCFD Appendix detailing 
Governance and Metrics and Targets. We are preparing to 
expand our climate-related disclosures to fully align with 
TCFD, which we strive to complete in time for the publication 
of our 2023 Sustainability Report. To support us on our 
journey, TransUnion has engaged a specialist sustainability 

PILLAR RECOMMENDATIONS

Governance:
Disclose the organization’s 
governance around 
climate-related risks and 
opportunities 

Board oversight 
Describe the Board’s 
oversight of climate-related 
risks and opportunities

TransUnion’s Board of Directors oversees TransUnion’s sustainability work primarily through 
its Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee. This committee is responsible for 
regularly reviewing the Company’s environmental, social and governance strategy, initiatives 
and policies. The Committee meets at least quarterly to evaluate our strategic direction, 
responsiveness to emerging ESG issues, including climate change-related issues, and 
progress against stated objectives. In 2022, the sustainability office reported on climate  
and other relevant ESG topics at least every quarter to the Board.

Management’s role  
Describe management’s 
role in assessing and 
managing climate-related 
risks and opportunities 

At the management level, TransUnion maintains a dedicated team of senior leaders advancing 
the climate change agenda within the company. At the helm is TransUnion’s Chief Sustainability 
Officer who regularly engages with the executive team on ESG topics, including climate change. 
Furthermore, TransUnion maintains a dedicated team of sustainability professionals designing 
and advancing the company’s program. We involve other key members of executive management 
in making decisions on sustainability initiatives on an ad-hoc basis.

Strategy:
Disclose the actual and 
potential impacts of 
climate-related risks 
and opportunities on the 
organization’s businesses, 
strategy and financial 
planning where such 
information is material 

We plan to provide enhanced details on our climate change strategy integration by 2024. 

Risk management:
Disclose how the 
organization identifies, 
assesses and manages 
climate-related risks

TransUnion recognizes climate change risk is a global issue that may impact our business and financial performance — both 
today and in the long term. In 2022, we began working with an external partner to assess our climate change risk exposure. 
The risk assessment study is expected to inform our understanding and prioritization of climate change risks and opportunities. 

Metrics and targets:
Disclose the metrics and 
targets used to assess 
and manage relevant 
climate-related risks and 
opportunities where such 
information is material 

Disclose the metrics used 
by the organization to 
assess climate-related 
risks and opportunities in 
line with its strategy and 
risk management process.

We track our Scope 1 and 2 emissions, and our Scope 3 leased real estate emissions.  
We track our real estate consolidation progress and are reviewing cloud migration data.  
We track our energy use and sources where available.
In 2023, TransUnion will assess climate-related risks and opportunities in line with strategy 
and risk management.

consultancy with experience working with companies on 
their TCFD disclosures.

In 2022, we kicked off the risk management component of 
our TCFD disclosure, and we expect this work to be 
completed in 2023. TransUnion will embark on a number 
of activities designed to enhance our understanding of, 
and resilience to, climate-related risks, develop our climate 
risk management processes, and inform our strategy 
going forward.

Key points in response to TCFD recommendations

https://investors.transunion.com/~/media/Files/T/Transunion-IR/governance-documents/transunion-nominating-and-corporate-governance-committee-charter-2-2022.pdf
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PILLAR RECOMMENDATIONS

 Disclose Scope 1, Scope 2 
and, if appropriate, Scope 3 
greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions 

Describe the targets used 
by the organization to 
manage climate-related 
risks and opportunities, 
and performance against 
targets

In 2021, we set a target of operational net zero Scope 1 and 2 emissions by 2025. Thus far,  
we have eliminated our Scope 1 emissions. 
Our commitment to achieve our operational net zero target continues and involves a 
combination of approaches, including reducing our emissions through our real estate 
consolidation strategy, procurement of renewable energy and cloud migration. 
A comprehensive discussion on TransUnion’s GHG emissions, performance and targets  
is available in our dedicated greenhouse gas emissions performance section.

SCOPE 2022 EMISSIONS (MT CO2E)

Scope 1 0

Market-Based Scope 248 38

Location-Based Scope 2 8,362

Scope 3 from leased real estate 10,947

48	 Market-based	Scope	2	emissions	includes	the	reduction	of	emissions	achieved	by	our	purchase	of	RECs,	as	set	forth	by	the	GHG	Protocol	guidelines.
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GHG 
EMISSIONS49 TARGET

2022 EMISSIONS 
PERFORMANCE

2021 EMISSIONS 
PERFORMANCE

2020 EMISSIONS 
PERFORMANCE

2019 
BASELINE

SCOPE 1 Net zero GHG emissions 
by 2025

0 0 2 2

SCOPE 2 Net zero GHG emissions 
by 2025

38 5,415 5,218 6,445

SCOPE 350 30% reduction in GHG 
emissions from leased 
real estate by 2030, as 
compared to a 2019 
baseline

10,947 9,818 9,756 10,242

FY 2022 Total attributable emissions 10,985

ENVIRONMENTAL METRIC49 2022 2021 2020

Total water use (gallons) 15,484,938 13,784,888 17,000,296

Total energy use (kWh)51 52,859,228 50,690,018 48,956,724

Renewable energy (kWh)52 18,880,918 1,994,109 2,140,947

Renewable energy percentage (%) 36% 4% 4%

ISO 14001 certification53 Continued in 
FY 2022

Continued in 
FY 2021

Continued in 
FY 2020

Environmental metrics

Beyond reducing our contributions to climate change, 
TransUnion seeks to be a sound environmental steward 
of natural resources. As an information and analytics 
company, our impact on natural resources is comparably 
less than companies in other industries.

49	 Our	GHG	emissions	includes	all	of	our	acquired	sites,	with	the	exception	of	Argus,	and	excludes	all	of	our	divested	assets.
50	 Our	Scope	3	commitments	and	disclosure	is	currently	limited	to	our	leased	real	estate	portfolio.
51	 Total	energy	use	excludes	the	procurement	of	renewable	energy	as	it	is	used	as	part	of	our	GHG	emissions	strategy	and	reporting.
52	 We	purchased	renewable	energy	for	our	Leeds,	U.K.	office	through	September	2022.	Due	to	rising	energy	prices	in	Europe,	we	made	the	decision	to	revert	to	non-renewable	energy 

beginning	in	October.	We	will	continue	to	evaluate	this	situation.	This	amount	includes	our	purchase	of	17,400	MwH	of	RECs.
53	 In	2022,	we	renewed	the	ISO	14001	certification	of	our	United	Kingdom	headquarters.	We	have	maintained	an	Environmental	Management	System	for	more	than	10	years	in	this	facility.
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GRI Standards
This report references the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
standards, or portions of the standards, as indicated below. 
Unless expressly stated otherwise, all data disclosed covers 

General Disclosures 

the global organization and full calendar year through 
December 31, 2022. References to our 2022 Annual Report 
and 2023 Proxy Statement are available in our Investor 
Relations web page.

THE ORGANIZATION 
AND ITS REPORTING 
PRACTICES 

2-1 Organization details:

Legal name TransUnion

Ownership and legal form Publicly traded corporation NYSE:TRU

Headquarters Chicago, Illinois, United States

Countries of operation We have a presence in more than 30 countries and 
territories that support our operations; see 10-K for 
details on our operations by region. 

2-2 Entities included in the organization’s 
sustainability reporting 

All subsidiaries are included in our sustainability 
reporting, except where specifically excluded in 
certain datasets 

2-3 Reporting period, frequency and 
contact point 

January 1, 2022-December 31, 2022

Annual, aligned with financial reporting period

sustainabit@transunion.com

2-4 Restatements of information Demographic data was restated for 2021 to include 
employee populations from our acquisitions 
of Neustar, Sontiq and Argus, and to exclude 
employee populations from our divestiture of the 
non-core businesses of Verisk Financial.

Environmental data was restated for 2019-2021 to 
account for recent acquisitions and divestitures, 
and to update certain methodologies. A full 
discussion of the re-baseline exercise is found in 
the Climate and Energy section of this report.

ACTIVITIES AND 
WORKERS

2-6  Activities, value chain and other 
business relationships 

Annual Report 

2-7 Employees Sustainability Report - People and DEI, SASB Appendix

GOVERNANCE 2-9 Governance structure and 
composition

Proxy Statement, Sustainability Report - 
Governance, Compliance and Security

2-9 Nomination and selection of the 
highest governance body

Proxy Statement

2-11 Chair of the highest governance body Proxy Statement

2-12 Role of the highest governance body 
in overseeing the management of 
impacts

Proxy Statement, Sustainability Report - 
Governance, Compliance and Security

2-13 Delegation of responsibility for 
managing impacts

Proxy Statement, Sustainability Report – 
Governance, Compliance and Security

https://investors.transunion.com/
https://investors.transunion.com/
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2-14 Role of the highest governing body in 
sustainability reporting

Sustainability Report – Governance, Compliance 
and Security

2-15 Conflicts of interest Conflict of Interest policy

2-16 Communication of critical concerns Sustainability Report – Governance, Compliance 
and Security

2-17 Collective knowledge of the highest 
governance body

Proxy Statement, Sustainability Report – 
Governance, Compliance and Security

2-18 Evaluation of the performance of the 
highest governance body

Proxy Statement

2-19 Remuneration policies Proxy Statement

2-20 Process for determining remuneration Proxy Statement 

2-21 Annual total compensation ratio Proxy Statement

STRATEGY, 
POLICIES AND 
PRACTICES 

2-22 Statement on sustainable development 
strategy

Sustainability Report – Letter from the CEO

2-23 Policy commitments Sustainability Report – Policy Appendix

2-25 Processes to remediate negative 
impacts

Sustainability Report – Governance, Compliance 
and Security

2-26 Mechanisms for seeking advice and 
raising concerns

Code of Business Conduct, Sustainability Report 
– Governance, Compliance and Security

2-27 Compliance with laws and regulations Annual Report, Sustainability Report – SASB 
Appendix

STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT

2-29 Approach to stakeholder engagement Sustainability Report – Determining Key ESG 
Topics

2-30 Collective bargaining agreements 100% of TransUnion’s full-time and part-
time employees in Brazil are covered under a 
collective bargaining agreement; this represents 
approximately 1.6% of TransUnion’s global 
workforce

ANTI-CORRUPTION 205-2 Communication and training about 
anti-corruption policies 

Code of Business Conduct 

OCCUPATIONAL 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 

403-9 Year         2022                       202154                  2020

Rate of U.S. work-related injuries55   
(per 1 million hours worked)

         0.21                        1.61                      0.52

54	 2021	injury	rate	does	not	include	Neustar	or	Sontiq.
55	 OOur	work-related	injury	rates	reflect	U.S.	metrics	only	and	exclude	third	parties	visiting	our	premises.	The	injury	rates	are	based	on:	(1)	actual	hours	worked	by	our	hourly	U.S.	orkforce,	

and	(2)	estimated	hours	worked	for	our	U.S.	salaried	workforce	given	the	variations	in	schedules	and	our	flexible	time	off	work	benefit.	We	will	continue	to	assess	our	disclosures	as	our	
reporting	practices	evolve	over	time.
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Employee trainings
We expect all our associates to provide our products, 
services and expertise in a systemically reliable manner 
while complying with all applicable laws, regulations and 
TransUnion guidelines and policies. To reinforce this, we 
provide our staff with compliance, ethics and information 
security trainings, and various learning and development 
opportunities. We discuss below a sample of the key 
trainings we offer to our associates. 

CATEGORY
TRAINING 
MODULE DESCRIPTION CADENCE AUDIENCE REGION

ETHICS Anti-Bribery and 
Anti-Corruption 
Training

New and existing associates are required 
to complete anti-bribery training covering 
operating guidelines addressing record 
keeping; approval procedures and appropriate 
behavior related to payments; and gifts to 
government officials

Annual All 
associates 

Global 

Anti-
Discrimination 
and Harassment 
Training 

TransUnion is required by law to provide anti-
harassment training to associates located 
(or who manage associates) in California, 
Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Maine and 
New York. Training educates associates on 
TransUnion’s policies and state/federal laws 
on anti-harassment, including how to identify 
and prevent harassment, discrimination and 
retaliation in the workplace. 

Annual All 
associates 

CA, CT, 
DE, IL, ME, 
NY56

Ethics in the 
Workplace 

TransUnion maintains an ongoing commitment 
to comply with applicable laws and sustain 
an ethical culture. We are an ethical company 
and each of us is responsible for protecting 
our company’s good name by behaving 
ethically. New and existing associates are 
required to complete Ethics in the Workplace 
training covering topics such as: gifts and 
entertainment, conflicts of interest, diversity, 
and an inclusive work culture.

Annual All 
associates 

Global 

LEARNING Managing for 
Success 

This six-module program equips new frontline 
managers with the essentials they need to 
flourish in their new roles while guiding their 
teams to success.

Annual Managers Global 

Career Coaching Associates have a career coach and career 
templates at their disposal to help them 
navigate their career trajectories inside and 
outside of TransUnion. In 2022, we focused 
on delivering plans to engage associates in 
developing their own careers. 

As needed All 
associates 

Global

Third Party 
Learning Content 

Associates can take virtual courses or watch 
on-demand videos from leaders in the field to 
learn new skills and insights. 

As needed All 
associates 

Global 

56	 Associates	who	live	or	manage	associates	that	live	in:	CA,	CT,	DE,	IL,	ME,	NY.
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CATEGORY
TRAINING 
MODULE DESCRIPTION CADENCE AUDIENCE REGION

LEARNING 
 

McKinsey’s  
Connected 
Leaders 
Academy

Black, Asian, Hispanic and Latino leaders 
participated in the Connected Leaders 
Academy offered by McKinsey & Company to 
equip them with core leadership, management 
and functional capabilities needed to achieve 
their professional aspirations.

Annual Black, Asian, 
Hispanic 
and Latino 
leaders and 
managers

United 
States

Women in 
Leadership 
Program

The Gender Equity Steering Committee 
invites high-potential women and non-binary 
directors to participate in a 14-month career 
development program launched in 2021. This 
custom leadership development program 
includes TransUnion case studies on how to 
run our business, how to grow our business, 
and our financial expression.

Piloted 
2021–22

Women and 
Non-Binary 
Directors 
and Senior 
Directors

Global 
(United 
States 
as pilot 
cohort)

Cloud 
Certification 
Programs

Associates can pursue major cloud 
certifications.

As needed All 
associates 

Global 

A Cloud Guru 
Learning Portal

Online learning platform offering cloud courses, 
labs and sandboxes to build associates’ cloud 
skills and prepare them for cloud certification 
exams.

As needed All 
associates

Global

Cloud Training 
& Certification 
Webinars/ 
Forums

Webinars focused on skillset development, and 
introduction of learning tools and resources to 
inform associates of what is available to them 
to help ensure a successful cloud learning and 
certification journey.

Ongoing Global 
Technology 
associates

Global

SECURITY 
 

Security 
Awareness 
Training

All associates receive security awareness 
training in information security — appropriate 
to their positions when initially onboarded and 
at least annually thereafter.

Annual All 
associates 

Global

Personal Safety 
& Active Shooter 
Preparedness 
Training

Designed to enhance associates' awareness 
and response capabilities, with a focus 
on practical safety and security measures 
addressing: principles of personal safety and 
situational awareness; workplace violence 
prevention; and active shooter preparedness

Ongoing All 
associates

United 
States
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CATEGORY
TRAINING 
MODULE DESCRIPTION CADENCE AUDIENCE REGION

PRIVACY
  

Global Privacy 
and Data 
Protection

Supports development of a privacy culture, 
focusing on reducing errors, identifying 
potential issues in data processing, and 
applying the data protection principles of 
transparency, consent, data minimization, 
purpose limitation, security and access 
throughout the information lifecycle.

Annual All 
associates 
and new 
hires

Global, 
excluding 
Brazil, U.K., 
Canada, 
Hong Kong 
and the 
Philippines

LGPD On-Line 
Training

Several online training modules focus on 
Brazil’s General Data Protection Law.

Annual All 
associates 

Brazil

Data Governance 
and Protection 
(United Kingdom)

Focuses on ensuring those who may be 
involved with data governed by GDPR are 
aware of all GDPR requirements.

Annual All 
associates 
and new 
hires 

U.K. and 
Lithuania57

Canada Privacy 
Training

Provides a review of Canadian Privacy Law. Annual All 
associates 
and new 
hires

Canada57

Data Privacy: 
Accountability & 
Compliance

Provides regulatory requirements and legal 
updates for enhancing the privacy awareness 
of associates in handling personal data.

Annual All 
associates 
and new 
hires

Hong Kong 
and the 
Philippines

Fair Credit 
Reporting Act 
(FCRA)

Builds awareness of the consumer protection 
law, focusing on legal requirements for 
consumer reporting agencies, including 
Purpose of the FCRA, FCRA Duties and 
Enforcement Action.

Annual All 
associates 
and new 
hires

United 
States and 
Ireland57

California 
Consumer 
Privacy Act 
(CCPA)

Training on business obligations set forth in the 
CCPA, such as consumer notice requirements, 
updating consumer-facing materials like 
website privacy policies, and handling of 
consumer requests.

Annual All 
associates

United 
States and 
Ireland

57	 Encompasses	varied	locations	of	call	center	agents.
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CATEGORY
TRAINING 
MODULE DESCRIPTION CADENCE AUDIENCE REGION

PRIVACY
 

Data Privacy 
Training (United 
States)

Provides an overview of U.S. national and state 
privacy and security laws, highlighting key 
aspects, such as the Gramm–Leach–Bliley Act 
(GLBA); the California Consumer Privacy Act 
(2020); the Children’s Online Privacy Protection 
Act (COPA); and the California Financial 
Information Privacy Act (CFPA), in addition to 
presenting a deeper dive into the CCPA.

Annual All 
associates 
and new 
hires

United 
States and 
Ireland

Driver’s Privacy 
Protection Act 
(DPPA)

Covers DPPA regulated information, 
prohibitions on disclosures and utilization 
of information, DPPA enforcement, and an 
introduction of state drivers’ privacy laws.

Annual All 
associates 
across 
various, 
pertinent 
business 
units

United 
States and 
Ireland

Understanding 
and Preventing 
UDAAP

Provides an interactive format to identify 
sources of potentially unfair, deceptive, or 
abusive acts or practices (UDAAP), create 
responsibility awareness, and offer guidance 
on preventing violations. Also focuses on 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
(CFPB) expectations for handling consumer 
complaints and monitoring service providers, 
recommendations for compliance policies, and 
examples of UDAAP litigation and enforcement.

Annual All 
associates 
in Marketing, 
Legal, Risk & 
Compliance, 
Media, 
Marketing 
Solutions 
and several 
additional 
global 
departments

United 
States58

Understanding 
Canadian 
Compliance

Provides an overview and understanding of 
how consumer reporting regulations and laws 
apply to the organization and associates’ daily 
roles. This includes a focus on credit report 
content, information restrictions, maximum 
timeframes to report negative data, sources 
and types of data, consumer rights (disclosure 
of information, disputes, fraud alerts and 
written statements), and customer obligations. 
Additionally, the training focuses on internal 
corporate programs, policies and procedures, 
creating an awareness of how all associates 
play a key role in the implementation of a 
successful compliance program.

Annual All 
associates 
and new 
hires

Canada58

International 
Records 
Management 
Awareness

Ensures associates have the awareness to 
manage, protect and maintain all records 
necessary for business and legal reasons, as 
well as consumer protection.

Annual All 
associates 
and new 
hires; U.K. 
contract 
associate59

Global

58	 Encompasses	varied	locations	of	call	center	agents.
59	 Only	new	hire	training	for	contract	associates.
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Policies
TransUnion maintains numerous policies to align our 
programs and practices with ESG expectations and legal 
requirements, where applicable.

Global Information Security Policy 

TransUnion maintains a Global Information Security Policy 
which outlines the governance structure, processes and 
precautions taken to keep data safe. Our policy outlines our 
expectations of associates and our information security 
strategy and is consistent with ISO/IEC 27001:2013 
information technology standards. We require all associates 
to complete annual information security trainings and 
attest to our Information Security Policy.

Privacy Policy 

TransUnion maintains a Global Privacy Policy that requires 
compliance with all applicable data privacy laws. To ensure 
consumer privacy, we also maintain processes and systems 
for the collection, use, disclosure, handling, storage, 
processing, access and security of personal information. 
 
Code of Business Conduct

Our Code of Business Conduct acts as the cornerstone for 
how we work and reflects our belief in doing business the 
right way. Our Code of Business Conduct outlines the 
behavior we expect from our associates, as well as vendors 
and other third parties. All associates annually attest to the 
Code of Business Conduct.

The Code of Business Conduct specifically prohibits: 
human and labor rights violations; discrimination; bribery, 
money laundering and quid pro quo payments to 
government officials; anticompetitive behavior; and  
self-dealing when a conflict of interest arises. 

Conflict of Interest Policy 

The policy prohibits employees and members of the  
Board of Directors from engaging in activities that conflict 
with the interests of TransUnion, and is intended to identify 
potential conflicts of interest, and establish guidelines and 
procedures for addressing conflicts of interest when 
they arise. 

Human Rights and Labor Standards 

At TransUnion, we seek to treat all individuals fairly 
and create an inclusive environment. Our practices 
and Human Rights and Labor Standards policy are 
informed by the principles of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights, the United Nations Global Compact, the 
International Labour Organization and all applicable laws. 

Wellness, Health and Safety Policy  

TransUnion supports a healthy and safe workplace for all 
associates. Our Wellness, Health and Safety Policy sets 
forth standards that support the long-term physical and 
mental well-being of all associates.  

Environmental Policy 

Our global Environmental Policy outlines TransUnion’s 
commitments and main impact areas — reducing energy 
use in data centers and waste in our office spaces.

Enterprise Risk Management Policy 

TransUnion’s Enterprise Risk Management Policy is 
consistent with best practices and sets forth the risk 
management structure and definitions. In addition,  
the policy outlines mechanisms for oversight, monitoring  
and reporting.  

Whistleblower Policy 

TransUnion’s Whistleblower Policy outlines the processes 
and protections to associates in calling out potential legal 
or ethical violations.
 
Political Engagement Policy 

Our Political Engagement Policy addresses TransUnion’s 
political contributions, governance of our Political Action 
Committee, lobbying positions and industry associations.

Safety and Security Policies 

At TransUnion, our top priority is safeguarding our 
associates and critical assets. We have several global 
safety and security policies that address overall program 
structure and compliance requirements, as well as 
protocol for risk mitigation and response to potential 
events. This includes our Corporate Security Policy, Event 
Security Policy, Physical Security Policy, Travel Security 
Policy and Workplace Violence Prevention Policy.

https://investors.transunion.com/~/media/Files/T/Transunion-IR/governance-documents/code-of-business-conduct-en.pdf
https://investors.transunion.com/~/media/Files/T/Transunion-IR/governance-documents/transunion-human-rights-and-labor-standards-policy.pdf
https://investors.transunion.com/~/media/Files/T/Transunion-IR/governance-documents/transunion-wellness-health-and-safety-policy.pdf
https://investors.transunion.com/~/media/Files/T/Transunion-IR/governance-documents/transunion-environmental-policy.pdf
https://investors.transunion.com/~/media/Files/T/Transunion-IR/governance-documents/whistleblower-policy-english.pdf
https://investors.transunion.com/~/media/Files/T/Transunion-IR/governance-documents/transunion-political-engagement-external-policy-09302021.pdf
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Workplace Violence Prevention  

TransUnion maintains this policy to provide a safe and 
secure work environment for all associates. TransUnion 
expressly prohibits all acts of intimidation and harassment. 
Threats, threatening behavior or acts of violence against 
associates, visitors, guests or other individuals by anyone 
on TransUnion property will not be tolerated. Associates 
attest to the policy on an annual basis through their review 
of our U.S. Employee Handbook. The policy applies to the 
United States. 

Additionally, TransUnion requires all associates to annually 
attest to the following policies, including but not limited to: 
Insider Trading Policy, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 
Whistleblower Policy and Information Security Policy.

Insider Trading Policy

This policy outlines TransUnion's prohibition of insider 
trading and the potential consequences of a violation of the 
insider trading laws. In addition, TransUnion's policy outlines 
the behaviors that constitute violations of the Insider 
Trading Policy and additional prohibitions that apply to 
directors, executive officers and designated employees.
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Endnotes: 
1. Unless expressly stated otherwise, all data disclosed 

covers the global organization and full calendar year 
through Dec. 31, 2022. 

2. Unless expressly stated otherwise, all data calculations 
reliant on associate population include all recent 
acquisitions and exclude all divestments. We also 
adjusted our 2021 associate metrics to include the 
acquisitions of Neustar and Sontiq. 

3. The global associate population headcounts exclude 
contract associates. 

4. TransUnion reports racial/ethnic diversity using only 
U.S. demographic information self-disclosed by our 
associates and excludes those who did not choose to 
self-disclose. Definitions of race/ethnicity match the 
definition used by the EEOC. ‘Other’ race/ethnicity group 
comprises American Indian or Alaska Native, Native 
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islanders, and Two or More 
Races. Race and ethnicity (U.S.) disclosures: 6% of 
associates did not disclose race/ethnicity at the time of 
data-pull and have been excluded from the calculations 
and percentages shown. TransUnion does not break out 
non-split-out EEO sub-groups. For additional categories, 
associates would have to choose another applicable 
category or choose not to identify.

www.transunion.com 
© Copyright 2023 TransUnion. All Rights Reserved.

5. Throughout our report, we reaffirm our commitment to 
global diversity in general and to U.S. underrepresented 
groups in particular. Our current Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 
commitment related to underrepresented groups is 
focused on the U.S. Black and Hispanic population 
because we believe this is where we have the greatest 
opportunity for improvement and where we are 
permitted to collect data under law. We continue to 
evaluate additional commitments and opportunities to 
advance diversity. 

6. Gender data is based on the global workforce and 
excludes a small number of associates (1%) who do not 
have a binary gender on record. 

7. Interns (classified in this report as ‘temporary 
associates’) and TransUnion Board members are 
excluded from headcount percentage calculations. 

8. ‘Senior leadership’ includes anyone at VP and above 
roles; ‘Directors’ includes Director, Sr. Director, Principal, 
Sr. Principal and Sales VP level roles; ‘Managers’ 
includes Manager, Sr. Manager, Sales Manager, Advisor 
and Sr. Advisor level roles; and ‘Admin. & Professionals’ 
make up the rest of our associate population. 
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